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Abstract

Alcoholism is a serious problem for society and is a very difficult disease to treat clinically.  Often, 
the addict has periods of abstinence from alcohol followed by relapse to drinking and this cycle of 
use/non-use can repeat over many years.  The aim of this thesis was to further explore some of the 
factors affecting alcohol self-administration in animals, namely 1) The role of alcohol-associated 
cues in alcohol self-administration, 2) The effects of early life stress (known to change alcohol 
preference) on the neurochemistry of an individual. 3) To determine whether the amount of alcohol 
an individual consumes is genetically determined and/or involves certain brain regions, and 4) To 
compare individuals that do or do not acquire a lever press response to determine whether this is 
explained by genetic differences.

The first paper in this thesis investigated the effect of cues associated with alcohol on the self-
administration of alcohol in Wistar rats.  When alcohol is repeatedly used, classical conditioning 
occurs since the environmental stimuli surrounding alcohol use (e.g. smell, bottle, pub signs, etc.) 
become paired with the pharmacological effect of alcohol.  We interrupted the normal routine of 
transport (a series of cues paired with ethanol) to observe what affect this would have on 
subsequent alcohol self-administration.  When rats were subjected to a 5-minute delay, active lever 
press response increased by 26% and consumption of ethanol (via blood alcohol measurements) 
significantly increased.  No change in self-administration was observed after 10 or 15-minute delay 
periods or if the 5-minute delay occurred in a novel environment.  The effect was also persistent 
since the 5-minute delay still increased alcohol consumption after a 10-day break in training (the 
alcohol deprivation effect paradigm).  Additionally, the anti-craving compound naltrexone blocked 
the effects of the 5-minute delay.  Preliminary experiments indicated that the 5-minute delay did not 
affect breakpoint on a progressive ratio schedule but did increase the rate of self-administration.  
Individual response to the 5-minute delay was correlated with the response to saline injection, 
which indicates a role for the response to stress in the 5-minute delay effect.

The second paper explored the issue of stress and alcoholism.  Stress early in life can place an 
individual at a greater risk for developing mental disorders later in life.  The animal model of 
maternal separation has been developed to study the neurobiology underlying these effects.  It is 
known that male Wistar pups separated from their mother for 6 hours per day (MS360) consume 
more alcohol than pups separated for 15 minutes (MS15).  We hypothesized that this observation 
could be a result of differences in the glutamate system of the brain.  Therefore, we investigated 
mRNA expression of glutamate receptors using real-time RT-PCR in the prefrontal cortex (involved 
in many mental disorders) and hippocampus (susceptible to stress and critical in learning).  No 
differences in mRNA expression were observed in the prefrontal cortex but many changes were 
found in the hippocampus.  MS360 rats had lower expression of NMDA NR2B and AMPA GluR1 
and GluR2 subunits when compared to MS15 animals.  In addition, the glutamate transporter 
GLAST was increased in MS360 rats relative to MS15 and this suggests a compensation in the 
system due to the excess glutamate released under stress.  There was no difference between MS15 
and animal facility reared animals which indicated that the observed changes were specific to the 
maternal separation procedure.  

Based on the results of the first two papers, we decided to further investigate alcohol self-
administration on an individual level.  We hypothesized that the amount of alcohol consumed by an 
individual animal could be a result of its genetic background.  Using the qPCR technique, we 
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investigated mRNA expression of receptors from the major neurotransmitter systems to see if there 
was a correlation to the amount of alcohol the individual consumed.  We chose the prefrontal 
cortex, hippocampus and amygdala because addiction research has historically focused on the 
ventral tegmental area and its projection to the nucleus accumbens.  We trained rats to self-
administer over a short period (only 3 days of ethanol) since we could estimate the individual 
amount of long-term ethanol consumed in the session by using the mean of ethanol consumed on 
Day 2 and 3.  Then, after a 2 week washout period, brains were collected and mRNA expression 
was analyzed using qPCR.  Consumption was positively correlated to the expression of 6 receptors 
in the prefrontal cortex and these included GABAA α5 (r=0.92), AMPA GluR1 (r=0.89), 5-HT3A 
(r=0.88) and the α adrenoceptors (α1A r=0.85, α1B r=0.88, α2A r=0.87).    Additional correlations 
were observed in the hippocampus (α1A, NMDA NR2A, GR) and amygdala (NMDA NR2A, 5-
HT2C ).  Therefore, the amount of ethanol an individual rat self-administers may be genetically 
determined and the prefrontal cortex plays a critical role in guiding this behaviour.

As an extension of Paper 3, we have also observed that not all animals will acquire the lever press 
response for reward over our standard training protocol.  Often, these Low Consumers (do not press 
the lever or press it infrequently) are excluded from future experiments.  We decided to investigate 
whether there was a difference in gene expression between High Consumers (those that press the 
lever) and Low Consumers using qPCR in the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus.  A significant 
difference was observed by ANOVA but no single gene could explain this difference so a principal 
component analysis was used to identify combinations of genes responsible for the difference.  This 
identified 4 genes: 5-HT2A and mGlu1 in the hippocampus and AMPA GluR1 and adrenergic α2A in 
the prefrontal cortex.  To observe whether this difference affected other measurable behaviours, we 
tested the individual response to novelty in an open field.  It was found that Low Consumers moved 
a significantly higher distance than High Consumers and this was unlikely to be a result of 
anticipation or searching for the lever by the High Consumer group.  Additional analysis of the Low 
Consumers identified a critical role of the hippocampus in the acquisition of the lever press 
response.  Overall, Paper 3 and 4 illustrate that differences in genetic background can influence the 
behaviour of rats.  Expression in the hippocampus may affect the ability of the individual to learn to 
self-administer alcohol and the prefrontal cortex seems to determine the amount consumed.  Both of 
these observations have clinical relevance since stress affects the hippocampus and dysfunction in 
the prefrontal cortex is observed in many psychiatric conditions often co-morbid with alcoholism.  
Therefore, environmental cues, exposure to early life stress and genetic factors in the hippocampus 
and prefrontal cortex can all affect alcohol self-administration in the individual rat.

Keywords:  ethanol; operant self-administration; addiction; reward; learning; lever press response; 
context; environmental cue; novelty; stress; glutamate; GABA; noradrenaline; PCR; gene 
expression; functional genomics; prefrontal cortex; hippocampus; amygdala

Christopher Pickering, 2006, ISBN: 91-7140-902-5
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Introduction

Epidemiology

Alcohol is a legal drug and statistics of its use in various countries is compiled by the World Health 
Organization (WHO) based on reports of studies in the given country.  Figure 1 shows the per capita 
alcohol consumption in litres of pure alcohol per year in Canada, Sweden and surrounding countries 
for the year 2000.  The proportions of beer, wine and spirits in the total consumption are also 
indicated.  

Figure 1: Consumption of alcohol in litres of pure ethanol per adult (over 15 years) by 
beverage type for the year 2000.

All of the countries mentioned have similar demographic characteristics and yet some differences in 
alcohol consumption were found in the Global Status Report on Alcohol (WHO, 2004).  For 
example, 22.1% of Canadians abstained from alcohol consumption in 1999 and 33.9% of 
Americans abstained in 2002.  The figures for total abstinence were 11.3% for Sweden, 7.4% for 
Finland and 3.2% for Denmark.  Sweden has one of the lowest consumption rates among the Nordic 
countries (7 litres of pure ethanol per capita in 2000) and many attribute this to the presence of the 
alcohol retailing monopoly Systembolaget which regulates the sales of all beverages with alcohol 
content greater than 3.5%.  However, 2002 estimates suggest that this per capita consumption 
should be around 10 litres due to 1.9 litres of imported alcohol from surrounding countries with 
lower prices/tax, 0.6 litres of smuggled alcohol and 0.5 litres of home production (Leifman & 
Gustafsson, 2004).  The wide regional variation in the import of alcohol is quite unique to Sweden 
when compared to Canada.  About 41% of all consumed alcohol in Skåne (southern Sweden) is 
imported while this value is only 15% for Stockholm (Leifman & Gustafsson, 2004).  The most 
common method of import is by car (55%) and the sources of import are Germany (37%), Denmark 
(24%), other EU (20%) and Finland (7%) (Leifman & Gustafsson, 2004).  Additionally, changes in 
EU regulations allowing essentially free import of large quantities of alcohol for private use can be 
expected to increase consumption further.
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The role of alcohol monopolies has been debated throughout history in many countries and its 
impact on alcohol consumption is difficult to assess.  Studies indicate that alcohol consumption and 
alcohol-related problems increase when the number of alcohol outlets (places that sell alcohol) 
increase (Mann et al., 2005; Trolldal, 2005).  Similarly, an increase in cost of alcohol decreases 
alcohol consumption (Mann et al., 2005).  In the Canadian province of Québec, wine can be 
purchased in grocery stores and this policy change (from 1983-1984) increased wine sales in 
Québec (Trolldal, 2005).  However, sales were not higher than the rest of Canada for those years 
and wine sales had been steadily increasing since 1970 even under control of a monopoly (Trolldal, 
2005), again complicating the true effects of the monopoly on alcohol use.

Drinking patterns are also important in the epidemiology of alcohol use.  Consumption in many 
countries follows the ‘binge drinking’ pattern since large quantities of alcohol are consumed on 
weekends with less consumption during the week.  In a Canadian survey, 20.1% engaged in heavy 
episodic drinking which was defined as consumption of 5 or more drinks on one occasion 12 or 
more times in the last year.  In Sweden, 45% of males and 22% of females engaged in monthly 
binge drinking (one bottle of wine or more) and in Finland the values were 49.1% for men and 
14.1% for women (definition of six or more drinks per sitting).  In Denmark, the average number of 
binge drinking episodes per year was 15.6 for males.  It is hard to compare these statistics since 
most use different criteria to define binge drinking but it is clear that members of all countries 
mentioned can consume large quantities of alcohol in a single session on many separate occasions.  
Another important statistic (as mentioned under risk factors) is the prevalence of drinking among 
young people.  The Health Behaviour in School-aged Children (HBSC) survey conducted by WHO 
in 2001/2002 examined drinking among 15-year-olds in all of the countries mentioned here (Currie 
et al., 2004).  Results indicated that the proportion of 15 year olds who drink at least once a week 
are as follows; Canada: 33.6% males, 22.7% females; Sweden: 23.2% males, 16.8% females; 
Finland: 18.1% males, 15.5% females; Denmark: 49.7% males, 43.6% females (Currie et al., 2004).

The actual proportion of the population with an alcohol dependence diagnosis is as follows (see 
next section for definition of dependence and its criteria).  In Finland, 6.5% of males and 1.5% of 
females were classified as dependent in 2000 while in Denmark, between 3.03% and 4.38% were 
dependent in a 2002 survey (WHO, 2004).  In Canada, 14% of males and 4.5% of females were 
classified as alcohol dependent in 2002 and lifetime prevalence was 12% while in Sweden, lifetime 
prevalence is 15.5% (WHO, 2004).  Finally, statistics are available for the rates of chronic mortality 
due to ‘Alcohol use disorders’ and all are expressed as standardized death rate (SDR) per 1000; 
Canada 0.02, Sweden 0.04, Finland 0.04, Denmark 0.07.  Overall, it is clear that the epidemiology 
of alcohol use is complicated even among countries similar in demographic characteristics.  

Definitions of dependence

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 4th edition (DSM-IV) from 1994 has 
defined criteria for the diagnosis of alcohol dependence in the United States.  This was based on the 
WHO definition of  ‘dependence syndrome’ in the 10th revision of the International Classification of 
Diseases and Health Problems (ICD-10) from 1992. The criteria in ICD-10 and DSM-IV are 
essentially the same (Maisto et al., 2003) so for international purposes the ICD-10 criteria are 
presented here.  The ICD-10 definition applies both to alcohol and other drugs of abuse.  The 
following is cited from ICD-10 (WHO, 1992).
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ICD-10 Clinical description of dependence syndrome

A cluster of physiological, behavioural, and cognitive phenomena in which the use of a substance or a class of 
substances takes on a much higher priority for a given individual than other behaviours that once had greater 
value.  A central descriptive characteristic of the dependence syndrome is the desire (often strong, sometimes 
overpowering) to take psychoactive drugs (which may or may not have been medically prescribed), alcohol, or 
tobacco.  There may be evidence that return to substance abuse after a period of abstinence leads to a more 
rapid reappearance of other features of the syndrome than occurs with nondependent individuals.

ICD-10 Diagnostic guidelines

A definite diagnosis of dependence should usually be made only if three or more of the following have been 
present together at some time during the previous year:

A strong desire or sense of compulsion to take the substance;
Difficulties in controlling substance-taking behaviour in terms of its onset, termination, or levels of use;
A physiological withdrawal state when substance use has ceased or have been reduced, as evidenced by: 
the characteristic withdrawal syndrome for the substance; or use of the same (or closely related) 
substance with the intention of relieving or avoiding withdrawal symptoms;
Evidence of tolerance, such that increased doses of the psychoactive substance are required in order to 
achieve effects originally produced by lower doses (clear examples of this are found in alcohol- and 
opiate-dependent individuals who may take daily doses sufficient to incapacitate or kill non-tolerant 
users); 
Progressive neglect of alternative pleasures or interests because of psychoactive substance use, increased 
amount of time necessary to obtain or take the substance or to recover from its effects;
Persisting with substance use despite clear evidence of overtly harmful consequences, such as harm to 
the liver through excessive drinking, depressive mood states consequent to periods of heavy substance 
use, or drug-related impairment of cognitive functioning; efforts should be made to determine that the 
user was actually, or could be expected to be, aware of the nature and extent of the harm.

Classification of alcoholism

Clinical research prior to the ICD-10 and DSM-IV identified that alcohol-dependent individuals 
possessed different traits and characteristics such that patients could be divided into different 
subtypes.  For example, the classification of Cloninger et al (1988) is based on divisions of Type I 
(late onset) and Type II (early onset and strong genetic component).  The classification of Lesch et 
al (1988), however, divides patients into four different types.

It has been proposed that the classifications of alcohol-dependent individuals can be used to specify 
which treatment is best suited to each patient.  For example, Heilig & Egli (2006) suggest that 
naltrexone would particularly benefit Cloninger Type II patients and the same is suggested for 
ondansetron (Johnson et al., 2000).  Lesch et al (2001) classified patients according to the four 
Lesch types and designed specific therapy programs with appropriate pharmaco- and behavioural 
therapies.  For Lesch type I and II (in which programs included acamprosate), patients remained 
more abstinent while no improvement was observed for Lesch type III or IV (Lesch et al., 2001).  

Treatment methods

Pharmacotherapy

Treatment of alcoholism with a medication is ideal for the healthcare system although effective 
strategies often require a combination of pharmacotherapy and psychosocial therapy.  In Sweden, 
there are three medications approved for use in the treatment of alcoholism; disulfiram 
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(Antabuse®), naltrexone (Revia®) and acamprosate (Campral®).  Disulfiram is an inhibitor of 
aldehyde dehydrogenase which leads to accumulation of the toxic metabolite acetaldehyde (Heilig 
& Egli, 2006).  The severe reaction to consumption of alcohol is meant to encourage complete 
abstinence (Buonopane & Petrakis, 2005) but meta-analysis has revealed a lack of efficacy for 
disulfiram compared to placebo (Garbutt et al, 1999; Berglund et al., 2003).  The effect of 
naltrexone, a non-selective opioid antagonist, was first described by Volpicelli et al (1992) and 
replicated by O’Malley et al (1992).  Extensive clinical trials have indicated that naltrexone 
decreases the number of patients with heavy drinking days but does not lead to total abstinence 
(Rohsenow, 2004; Davidson et al., 1996).  Finally, acamprosate is a compound thought to affect the 
glutamatergic system (Scott et al., 2005) via actions at the polyamine site of the NMDA channel 
(De Witte et al., 2005) or antagonism of metabotropic mGlu5 receptors (Harris et al., 2002).  
Acamprosate increases the number of patients with total abstinence over the length of the trials 
(Bouza et al., 2004; Mann et al., 2004; Scott et al., 2005).

Additional studies have identified many novel compounds that may be useful in the future for 
treatment of alcoholism.  The 5-HT3 antagonist ondansetron is the most promising among 
serotonergic compounds (for review Johnson, 2004).  Ondansetron decreases the subjective 
pleasurable feelings of alcohol in healthy volunteers (Johnson et al., 1993).  Interestingly, 
ondansetron promoted abstinence (Johnson et al, 2000) and decreased craving for ethanol (Johnson 
et al., 2002) in early onset but not late onset alcoholics.  Heilig & Egli (2006) also discuss the 
potential use of GABAB agonist baclofen, topiramate, cannabinoid receptor antagonists, mGlu5 
antagonists, CRF antagonists and neuropeptide Y for alcoholism and evidence also exists for the use 
of nociceptin agonists (Kuzmin et al., 2006).  Additionally, the weak NMDA antagonists memantine 
(Hölter et al., 1996) and neramexane (Bienkowski et al., 2001) are of interest given the proposed 
mechanism of acamprosate and actions of ethanol.

Behavioural therapy

Many groups, like Alcoholics Anonymous, are based on the idea that, with support, the alcoholic 
can change their behaviour and stop drinking.  There are several programs (e.g. cognitive 
behavioural therapy) basically intended to teach the patient to decrease alcohol use, resist cravings 
for alcohol and become healthy.  However, Project MATCH did not identify efficacy for any of 
them alone (Cutler & Fishbain, 2005).

However, it is clear that the efficacy of pharmacotherapies can be enhanced by including 
simultaneous behavioural therapy as this can improve compliance, particularly if disulfiram or 
naltrexone are used as the primary pharmacotherapy (Buonopane & Petrakis, 2005).  For example, 
naltrexone plus cognitive behavioural therapy is more effective than therapy or naltrexone alone 
since only 38% relapsed in the combined group and they spent 91% of the days abstinent (Anton et 
al., 2005).

Theories of addiction

Since alcoholism is such a complex disorder, there are many theories that form a basis for research 
and hypothesis testing.  Drug addiction is viewed as a chronically relapsing disorder which features 
compulsion to take the drug and loss of control over its use (Koob & Le Moal, 2001) and the use of 
drugs leads to long-lasting and permanent changes in the brain.  The addiction cycle/spiraling 
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distress model of Dr. George F Koob is often used to theoretically describe the shift from drug use 
to addiction.  The spiral features initial Preoccupation-Anticipation for drug use, Binge-Intoxication 
followed by the Withdrawal-Negative Affect stage (Koob, 2003).  Koob and Le Moal (1997) 
hypothesized that the negative affect induced by withdrawal from the drug motivates the individual 
to take more of the drug and that the negative affect or anhedonia component increases over 
prolonged drug use.  This negative affect is thought to be a result of changes to the CRF system, a 
part of the stress axis (Koob, 2003).  However, it is questionable whether anhedonia is the main 
factor leading an alcoholic to relapse (Robinson & Berridge, 2000).  This will be discussed further 
under the section on craving.

A second view is the incentive-sensitization theory of Robinson and Berridge (1993).  This is 
summarized as follows from Robinson and Berridge (2000).  Drugs produce long-lasting 
adaptations in the brain and the systems changed by the drug are those involved in reward and 
incentive motivation.  Over time, brain reward systems become hypersensitive to drugs and drug-
associated stimuli.  Finally, sensitized systems mediate incentive salience or ‘drug wanting’ but not 
the euphoric effects of the drug (drug liking).  Locomotor sensitization has been demonstrated in 
animals via intermittent injections of the drug (Robinson & Berridge, 2000) and this has even been 
reported for alcohol despite its sedative effects (Hoshaw & Lewis, 2001).  Additional results from 
cross-sensitization studies also indicate the relevance of the incentive-sensitization theory in alcohol 
research (Honkanen et al., 1999; Lessov & Phillips, 2003).

Despite evidence for both theories, neither have been able to completely describe how an individual 
proceeds from drug use to abuse and finally dependence.  Two general viewpoints have been 
described by Piazza and Le Moal (1998):

Drug-centred vision

Suggests that the chronic use of the drug leads to changes in brain function (e.g. sensitization, 
tolerance) and these changes shift the individual from use to abuse.

Individual-centred vision

Views drug addiction as a pre-existing condition that is exposed by the drug.  In other words, these 
vulnerable individuals may have increased sensitivity to the effects of the drug

Interestingly, preclinical research has focussed on the drug-centred view while clinical research is 
more individual-centred (Deroche-Gamonet et al., 2004).  But even these opposing views cannot 
fully explain the development of alcoholism since consumption of x litres of alcohol for y years will 
not produce alcohol dependence in all individuals and a single drink in a vulnerable individual will 
also not produce dependence.  Therefore, Deroche-Gamonet et al (2004) acknowledge that both 
views are important in addiction research.

Animal models in addiction research

Given the complexity of alcoholism, no single animal model can account for all aspects of the 
human condition.  However, models do exist for various phases including acquisition, 
reinforcement, tolerance and relapse.
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Conditioned place preference

The conditioned place preference (CPP) paradigm is described by Swerdlow et al (1989).  Animals 
are placed in a chamber with two distinct environments.  In one, the animal receives saline 
injections and in the other they receive the test drug.  This is repeated several times until the test 
day when the animal is placed, drug-free in the chamber with free access to either compartment.  If 
an animal spends longer in the drug-paired environment, it is interpreted that the drug possesses 
positive reinforcing properties.  Aversion to the drug-paired environment suggests that the drug is a 
negative reinforcer.

With respect to alcohol, CPP is a difficult procedure.  Some only report CPP if rats have had a 
history of oral alcohol consumption (van der Kooy et al., 1983) while others use low doses in 
specific patterns to get preference (Reid et al., 1985).  However, for psychostimulants, CPP is a 
simple method to assess reinforcement without the confounder of drug-induced locomotion 
(Swerdlow et al, 1989).

Drug discrimination

The drug discrimination procedure using operant lever press response was first introduced by Barry 
(1968).  Briefly, as described in Järbe (1989), the animal is given access to an operant chamber with 
two levers.  The animal is injected with the training drug and if it responds on the left lever it 
receives a food pellet while right lever pressing produces no pellet.  The next day, the non-drug or 
drug #2 is injected and response on the right lever is rewarded.  When this response is learned, the 
test drug is injected and rats are given access to the chamber to measure which lever is pressed.  
Response on the drug lever indicates that the test compound generalizes to the drug which indicates 
that it produces the same or similar interoceptive cues as the drug (Järbe, 1989).

Barry (1991) discusses experiments which indicate that ethanol responses generalize to barbiturates 
and benzodiazepines.  More recently, drug discrimination has illustrated that NMDA antagonists 
produce ethanol-like cues (Kotlinska & Liljequist, 1997; Grant & Colombo, 1993; Hundt et al., 
1998).  Interestingly, Krystal et al (2003) demonstrate the relative proportion of NMDA, GABA and 
5-HT systems in the ethanol interoceptive cue.  At a dose of 1 g/kg (typical self-administration 
dose), GABAA accounts for 55% of the ethanol cue while NMDA is only 25%.  However, at 2 g/kg, 
NMDA accounts for 40% of the ethanol cue compared to 35% for GABAA.

Self-administration

Self-administration of drugs is the most frequently used animal model in addiction research.  It has 
a high validity for the human condition since the animal controls how much of the drug it takes.  
This is in contrast to the two previously mentioned models which involve injection of the drug.  
Self-administration can be intravenous, in which a cannula is inserted into the jugular vein via 
which drugs (e.g. cocaine, heroin) can be delivered directly.  For ethanol, oral self-administration is 
used so the animal must learn to drink the solution it receives.  This can lead to uncertainties in 
measurement and this will be discussed in detail later.  
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A search of alcohol self-administration publications reveals that some groups use the bottle choice 
paradigm while others use operant methods.  The bottle choice method involves presenting an 
animal with bottles of different concentrations of ethanol in their homecages (Linseman, 1987).  
This requires that the individual be housed alone since consumption is determined by weighing the 
bottles.  The experiments of this thesis have used operant self-administration which was first 
described by B F Skinner (1938).  Rats learn to press a lever to earn alcohol or other drugs within 
an operant chamber separate from their homecage.

Schedules

Response requirements can vary according to schedules (Sanger & Blackman, 1989).  When the 
animal must press once to receive a reward, this is called continuous reinforcement (CRF) or fixed 
ratio 1 (FR1).  It follows that FR2, FR3 and FR5 require 2, 3 or 5 lever press responses to earn a 
reward, respectively.  Fixed interval (FI) is a schedule in which the first response after a given 
interval of time passes is rewarded.  This leads to a very distinctive pattern of low response until 
just prior to the interval time.  Variable interval (VI) and variable ratio (VR) are other schedule 
types.  Additionally, the progressive ratio (PR) has been developed to assess motivation to work for 
the given reward (Richardson & Roberts, 1996; Stafford et al., 1998) and this will be discussed in 
detail later.

Access

Access to drug self-administration can either be limited or continuous (Roberts & Goedurs, 1989).  
Limited access implies that opportunity to self-administer is restricted to a short period of the day 
while continuous access indicates that the animal can self-administer at any time.  Limited access 
often produces as much self-administration as continuous access since the routine and stimuli are 
present to trigger start of the response (Martinetti et al., 2006).  Under continuous access, there may 
be more intake during the dark period when rats are awake but consumption can occur throughout 
the day in small binges.

Alcohol-preferring or avoiding animals

Populations of outbred rats generally have a wide variation in alcohol preference.  As such, many 
groups select animals into response groups before starting their behavioural experiments (for 
example Fahlke et al., 1994).  It has also been shown that C57BL/6J mice prefer alcohol while 
DBA/2J mice avoid alcohol (Risinger et al., 1998; Mittleman et al., 2003; Camarini & Hodge, 
2004). There are also Fischer and Lewis rats which differ in HPA axis function (Kosten & 
Ambrosio, 2002) and acquisition of cocaine self-administration (Kosten et al., 1997).

Over the past several decades, alcohol preferring and avoiding rat lines have been produced by 
selective breeding; that is high-preferring rats are bred together with other high-preferring rats and 
low together with low-preferring rats.  After many generations of breeding, the result is two lines 
with opposite phenotype with respect to alcohol.  Examples of preferring/avoiding pairs are AA/
ANA (Sinclair et al., 1989), Indiana P/NP (Li et al., 1993), Sardinian sP/sNP (Fadda et al., 1990). 
HAD/LAD (Li et al., 1993) and UChB/UChA (Quintarilla et al., 2001).
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While it is clear that these lines prefer and avoid alcohol, the lines are not identical in behaviour and 
this could depend on the selection criteria for alcohol preference.  For example, rats selected for 
high preference in a bottle-choice method may differ behaviourally from those selected for 
consumption based on operant responses.  Two studies have compared the alcohol lines.  In a 
limited-access operant model, the order of consumption (from highest to lowest) is HAD1 > P > 
HAD2 > NP > AA > ANA > LAD1 = LAD2 (Samson et al., 1998).  For continuous access in the 
homecage (bottle choice), the order (from highest to lowest) is HAD1 = HAD2 > AA > P > ANA = 
NP = LAD2 > LAD1 (Files et al., 1998).  As such, AA rats show more preference in bottle choice 
models while P rats are ideal in operant methods.  These behavioural differences may be important 
when it comes to interpretation of genetic analysis and microarray data.

Cues and alcohol craving

Craving for drugs has become a central topic in addiction research and yet it is difficult to define 
this operationally.  Everyone has experienced the subjective feeling of craving at some time but this 
may be entirely different in meaning or motivational significance from individual to individual.  In 
1992, a WHO expert committee presented a definition of drug craving as “the desire to experience 
the effect(s) of a previously experienced psychoactive substance” (Markou et al., 1993).

The role of craving in relapse to alcohol use is controversial and depends on the addiction theory 
one follows.  However, it is known that 3 factors lead to relapse clinically and pre-clinically (Le & 
Shaham, 2002).
 

Alcohol priming from receiving small doses of ethanol.
Exposure to environmental cues formerly paired with alcohol use.
Exposure to environmental stressors.

The difficult portion of this discussion is where the feeling of craving fits into these 3 factors and 
whether it is the feeling of craving itself that motivates relapse to drinking.

Alcohol-related cues

There are several different types of cues that can affect an individual and Drummond (2000) has 
divided these into 4 types:

Exteroceptive cues - Cues involving sight, smell or taste (e.g. sight of favourite drink or local 
pub, smell of alcohol)
Interoceptive cues - Cues involving mood states, cognition and priming (e.g. craving is different 
under negative mood or after a small drink)
Temporal cues - Cues occurring close to alcohol consumption are more salient than those 
occurring far apart (e.g. smell and taste more salient than the discussion of drinking prior to 
consumption)
Cue relationships - Hierarchies of cues or routines that lead to alcohol consumption (e.g. daily 
visit to the pub after work)
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Clinical measurement of craving

Clinical studies of drug craving are ideal since once can ask the patient to rate their craving on 
measurement scales.  Craving is measured by the cue-reactivity paradigm.  This involves exposure 
of the individual to one or more cues followed by measurement of symbolic-expressive (e.g. 
questions on subjective feelings), physiological (e.g. fMRI or changes in heart rate, skin 
conductance, skin temperature and salivation) or behavioural (e.g. latency to drinking, alcohol 
seeking) characteristics (Drummond, 2000).  Many cue-reactivity experiments have been performed 
and a meta-analysis revealed that craving can be induced for alcohol and also nicotine and other 
drugs (Carter & Tiffany, 1999).  Additionally, cue reactivity is greater in those with a greater degree 
of alcohol dependence (Glautier & Drummond, 1994).

A more recent measure of the craving induced by cue-reactivity has been via the use of brain 
imaging techniques.  One of the first studies showed activation of the amygdala and anterior 
cingulate cortex via PET scan when cocaine addicts were presented with videos of cocaine-related 
cues (Childress et al., 1999).  In abstinent alcoholics, presentation of pictures of alcohol-associated 
cues induced activation of the ventral putamen using fMRI (Braus et al., 2001).  Another fMRI 
study in abstinent patients reveals activation of the amygdala and cerebellum and self-report of 
craving upon presentation of ethanol odour (Schneider et al., 2001).  George et al (2001) compared 
the response to visual alcohol cues in social drinkers and alcoholics.  It was found that alcoholics 
reported higher craving and had selective activation of the prefrontal cortex and thalamus compared 
to social drinkers.  Interestingly, activation of the prefrontal cortex is observed in patients using but 
not abstaining from drug use (Wilson et al., 2004).

Conditioning

Cues become associated with drug use via the process of classical conditioning which is also 
known as Pavlovian conditioning after its discovery by Pavlov almost a century ago.  The following 
is a summary of Pavlov (1927) as discussed in Siegel and Ramos (2002).  An unconditional 
stimulus (UCS), such as placing food in the mouth of a dog, always elicits the unconditional 
response (UCR) of salivation.  The UCS can be paired with a neutral cue called a conditional 
stimulus (CS) so the sound of a tone always proceeds the UCS of food.  Over repeated CS-UCS 
pairings, a conditional response (CR) appears such that presentation of the CS alone will lead to the 
CR (i.e. salivation occurs before food is placed in the mouth).  The same type of conditioning 
occurs when drugs are injected and this is discussed in detail by Siegel and Ramos (2002).

As discussed above, many cues (CS) are paired with alcohol (UCS) which produces many 
physiological and pharmacological effects (UCR) for the individual.  Since this is far more 
complicated than Pavlov’s experiments, it is difficult to identify the CR and what effect this would 
have on behaviour.  The view of Stewart et al (1984) is that CSs become conditioned incentives that 
activate craving and motivate the individual to obtain the drug.  However, the theory of Siegel in 
Poulos et al (1981) proposes that the CS elicits withdrawal-like effects and craving from these 
effects causes drinking (Tiffany & Conklin, 2000).  Drug injection upsets the homeostatic balance 
of the system which leads to compensatory responses that counteract the disturbance and it is these 
conditional compensatory responses (CCR) that the CS is proposed to stimulate in preparation for 
the coming drug (Siegel & Ramos, 2002).  Evidence for CCRs after ethanol pairing is extensive and 
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has been described early (Melchior & Tabakoff, 1981, 1985; Liljequist et al., 1990) and more 
recently (Larson & Siegel, 1998; Duncan et al., 2000).

Cognitive-processing model

Many theories assume that cues stimulate craving for alcohol and this craving then motivates all 
consumption or relapse to drinking.  However, there is very little correlation between reports of 
craving and actual alcohol use (Tiffany & Conklin, 2000).  In 1990, Tiffany introduced the 
cognitive-processing model to explain the discrepancies in experimental observations (Tiffany, 
1990; Tiffany & Conklin, 2000).  Briefly, repetition of the same routine of drug use results in an 
automatized response like that observed when learning to drive a car.  Automatic processes require 
little cognitive effort and presentation of the first cue in the routine is sufficient to trigger the 
process which, once started, is difficult to stop.  Non-automatic processes, however, are slow and 
require considerable cognitive effort as is observed when first trying to learn a new task.  If there is 
an obstacle to an automatic process, non-automatic processing must be used to overcome the 
interruption.  With respect to alcohol use, non-automatic processes are involved when overcoming 
obstacles to the automatic use of alcohol (e.g. pub is closed unexpectedly) or when trying to prevent 
completion of the automated routine (e.g. stop visiting the pub after work when this is the normal 
routine).  It is at these times that the alcoholic is proposed to report craving.  This is therefore 
independent of alcohol use (Tiffany & Conklin, 2000).  In testing this theory, it was shown that 
smokers report differential craving for nicotine if nicotine was available or unavailable during the 
test session (Carter & Tiffany, 2001).  MacKillop and Lisman (2005) have recently performed a 
similar study for alcohol.  Heavy drinkers were placed in a room full of visual cues, bottles and 
opened beer.  Before entering the room, they were told that they would or would not be able to 
drink at the end of the session.  As predicted, the group where alcohol was said to be unavailable 
reported significantly higher craving since they had to inhibit their automatic routine to drink which 
was triggered by the presence of alcohol-associated cues.  This model will be discussed further in 
the context of Paper I.

Animal models of craving

Markou et al (1993) presented a list of animal models that can be used to study drug craving.  With 
respect to alcohol, two models are used most frequently; the extinction-reinstatement paradigm and 
the alcohol deprivation effect.

Extinction-reinstatement

This paradigm measures drug craving in the absence of the drug which is important for cocaine 
research, for example, where the drug itself stimulates locomotor activity and lever pressing 
(Markou et al., 1993).  The method of this model has been described by Le and Shaham (2002) 
while the effect was first demonstrated in rats self-administering cocaine by de Wit and Stewart 
(1981).  Briefly, animals are trained to self-administer in an operant chamber until response is 
stable.  In the extinction phase, animals are placed in the box but do not receive drug when they 
lever press so, over time, response on the lever decreases.  Finally, in the reinstatement phase, cues 
(CS) paired with acquisition are presented and the ability of these stimuli to reinstate active lever 
pressing is measured.  Since animals do not receive the drug when pressing under the reinstatement 
phase, this is a measure of drug seeking and perhaps craving (Markou et al., 1993).
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The extinction-reinstatement paradigm has provided many important findings for alcohol research.  
For example, it was mentioned that relapse can be induced by priming, cues or stress (Le & 
Shaham, 2002) and these effects can be demonstrated using this model.  Priming with an alcohol 
injection of 0.48 g/kg reinstates pressing for alcohol (Le et al., 1998) and this is also true for oral 
doses of 0.48 and 0.72 g/kg (Le et al., 1999).  Reinstatement by cues has been demonstrated in 
some cases.  Using a CS of auditory and visual stimuli and the delivery of water into the dipper cup, 
alcohol seeking could be observed (Bienkowski et al., 2000).  Pairing of olfactory cues of either 
neutral smells (Katner & Weiss, 1999) or alcohol itself (Katner et al., 1999) also induces 
reinstatement.  Footshock stress given intermittently for 5 or 15 minutes strongly reinstates alcohol 
seeking (Le et al., 1998).  It has recently been shown that context can reinstate alcohol seeking 
(Zironi et al 2006; Burattini et al 2006) and this will be discussed further in detail.  This procedure 
has also been used to test the ability of several compounds to block reinstatement and, therefore, 
craving.  Naltrexone blocks the reinstatement of alcohol seeking stimulated by alcohol priming (Le 
et al. 1999; Bienkowski et al., 2000) and the CB1 antagonist SR-141716A blocks reinstatement 
induced by alcohol cues (Economidou et al., 2006).  Additionally, stress-induced reinstatement is 
blocked by the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) fluoxetine (Le et al., 1999), antagonists 
of the CRF receptors (Le et al., 2000) and α2 agonist lofexidine (Le et al., 2005).

Alcohol deprivation effect

Sinclair and Senter (1967) first reported that rats transiently increase alcohol preference after a 
period of abstinence.  This alcohol deprivation effect (ADE) has been observed in mice, monkeys 
and humans and is thought to model relapse behaviour (Le & Shaham, 2002).  In Wistar rats, 
deprivation periods of greater than 5 days lead to increased consumption on post-deprivation day 1 
(Heyser et al., 1997).  Additionally, ADE increases the motivation for alcohol since an increase in 
breakpoint on a PR schedule was observed following deprivation (Spanagel & Hölter, 2000).  As 
well as outbred rats, the ADE has been observed in alcohol-preferring lines.  Significant increases in 
response post-deprivation were seen with P rats (Rodd et al., 2003) and Sardinian P rats (Agabio et 
al., 2000) but not AA rats (Vengeliene et al., 2003).  Additionally, no ADE was reported for HAD 
rats unless the deprivation cycles were repeated (Rodd-Henricks et al., 2000).  In fact, the most 
robust ADEs are observed following long-term training and cycles of repeated deprivation periods 
(Spanagel & Hölter, 1999; Rodd-Henricks et al 2000; Rodd et al. 2003).

While the ADE is thought to involve alcohol-associated cues (Heyser et al., 1997), the underlying 
mechanism of this is unknown.  Additionally, ADE effects have been observed in rats trained only 
to self-administer glucose (Avena et al., 2005) or saccharin (Neznanova et al, 2002) suggesting that 
the ADE may be a result of basic reward processes.  However, the ADE is a simple model for 
pharmacological studies.  The ADE is blocked by injection of naltrexone (Holter & Spanagel, 
1999), acamprosate (Hölter et al., 1997) and the combination of naltrexone and acamprosate 
(Heyser et al., 2003) and this indicates the predictive validity of the ADE model for anti-craving 
compounds (Le & Shaham, 2002).  As such, this can be used to assess efficacy of novel 
compounds.  For example, the weak NMDA antagonist memantine blocks the ADE (Hölter et al., 
1996).  Similarly, the uncompetitive NMDA antagonist neramexane (MRZ 2/579) blocks the ADE 
(Vengeliene et al., 2005) and has been proposed as a potential future pharmacotherapy for 
alcoholism (Bienkowski et al., 2001; Kotlinska et al., 2004).
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Pharmacology of ethanol

Pharmacokinetics

The pharmacokinetics of alcohol has been reviewed by Zernig and Battista (2000a).  Alcohol 
consumed orally is absorbed in the stomach (10-20%) and small intestine (80-90%) and peak blood 
alcohol levels occur 10-100 minutes after a drink.  Absorption can be facilitated by an empty 
stomach, drinks with moderate alcohol concentrations and hot or carbonated drinks while it is 
hindered by fatty food, drinks of high alcohol concentrations, spicy food and cigarettes.  Very little 
alcohol is metabolized first pass and alcohol readily crosses cell membranes to enter all aqueous 
compartments of the brain and body.  About 95-98% of alcohol is metabolized in the liver and 2-5% 
is excreted in the urine unchanged (Zernig & Battista, 2000a).  Alcohol is oxidized to acetaldehyde 
by the enzyme alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) which occurs at an average rate of about 10 ml/hour 
and is limited by NAD+ levels (Rang et al., 2001).  Secondly, acetaldehyde is converted to acetic 
acid by aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH).  The threshold effect for alcohol in humans is around 
blood alcohol level 40 mg/dl (0.38‰), severe intoxication occurs at 150 mg/dl (1.4‰) and death 
from respiratory failure occurs by 500 mg/dl (4.8‰) blood alcohol level (Rang et al., 2001).

Mechanism of action

There is no ‘ethanol receptor’ and ethanol passes through lipid membranes so it can be distributed 
to every cell of the organism.  (Haddad, 2004).  Previously, it was thought that ethanol affected 
membrane fluidity and this resulted in its widespread effects on many systems (e.g. Barry, 1991)  
However, ethanol seems to preferentially interact with ligand-gated ion channels (e.g. GABAA, 
NMDA, AMPA, nAChR, 5-HT3A) and also the Ca2+ channel (Davies, 2003).  Ethanol potentiates 
the GABAA channel by increasing Cl- ion flow and hyperpolarizing the neuron (Davies, 2003).  The 
effects of ethanol on locomotor activity, sleep time, body temperature, convulsions and anxiety can 
be blocked by GABA antagonists (Liljequist and Engel, 1982, 1984) and GABAA is thought to 
contribute to most of the ethanol cue at low ethanol doses (Krystal et al., 2003).  Acute ethanol is 
also thought to act as a physiological NMDA antagonist (Hoffman et al., 1989) and chronic 
exposure leads to upregulation of NMDA receptors (Lovinger, 1995; Dodd et al., 2000).  

Neurotransmitter systems

Given the complicated mechanism of action of ethanol, basically all neurotransmitter systems 
influence self-administration.  Since discussion of all of these is beyond the scope of this thesis, 
only glutamate, GABA, serotonin and noradrenaline will be discussed.  But the additional 
importance of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (Larsson & Engel, 2004) and the opiate system 
(Herz, 1997) should not be overlooked.

Glutamate

The glutamatergic system is responsible for most of the excitatory neurotransmission in the brain 
and there are 2 main types of glutamate receptors; the ionotropic and metabotropic receptors (Dodd 
et al., 2000).  Ionotropic receptors are ligand-gated ion channels that are further divided into 
NMDA receptors (with subunits NR1 (8 splice variants), NR2A-D and NR3), AMPA receptors 
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(with subunits GluR1-7) and kainate (subunits KA1-2) receptors (Dodd et al., 2000). Expression of 
the NMDA NR2 subunits differ throughout the brain and this creates regions of distinct patterns of 
subunit composition (Monaghan and Larsen, 1997).  For example, mRNA expression of NR2B is 
highest in the cortex, olfactory bulb, hippocampus and striatum but lower in the cerebellum or brain 
stem (Loftis and Janowsky, 2003).  During an acute exposure to alcohol, the NMDA receptor is 
inhibited (Hoffman et al., 1989; Lovinger et al., 1989; Kuner et al., 1993) while chronic ethanol 
exposure increases expression and function of NMDA receptors (Lovinger, 1995; Allgaier, 2002).  
Many pharmacological studies have confirmed the role of the NMDA receptor in the effects of 
ethanol.  Self-administration of ethanol can be blocked by local infusion of the competitive NMDA 
receptor antagonist AP-5 into the nucleus accumbens (Rassnick et al., 1992) or systemic injection of 
the competitive antagonist CPPene or uncompetitive antagonist PCP (Shelton and Balster, 1997).  
Due to the psychotomimetic side effects of these compounds (Chazot, 2004), less potent NMDA 
receptor antagonists have also been tested.  The uncompetitive NMDA antagonist memantine 
decreases operant response for alcohol but also decreases water and food response (Piasecki et al., 
1998).  MRZ 2/579, a derivative of memantine, decreases responding for ethanol without altering 
water consumption or basal locomotor activity (Bienkowski et al., 1999), it blocks the alcohol 
deprivation effect and generalizes to the alcohol cue in a drug discrimination test (Kotlinska & 
Liljequist, 1997; Hölter et al., 2000).

Less is known about the role of AMPA receptors in the effects of alcohol although these receptors 
are known to work together to coordinate synaptic events since AMPA activation depolarizes the 
neuron to make NMDA channel opening possible (Dodd et al., 2000).  GluR1 knockout mice were 
compared to wildtype in several behavioural tests for ethanol effects but the only difference noted 
was a lack of ethanol-induced hypothermia in the knockout (Cowen et al., 2003).  However, the 
AMPA antagonist CNQX blocks reinstatement of lever pressing for ethanol in the presence of 
ethanol-paired cues (Backstrom and Hyytia, 2004).

The metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGlu1-8) are G-protein coupled and divided into 3 groups 
based on characteristics and coupling (Pin and Duvoisin, 1995).  In terms of ethanol, systemic 
treatment with the mGlu5 antagonist MPEP decreases ethanol self-administration while no effect 
was observed for CPCCOEt (mGlu1 antagonist) or LY-341495 (mGlu2/3 antagonists) (Schroeder et 
al., 2005).

Re-uptake of glutamate from the synapse occurs by vesicular glutamate transporters (type 
VGLUT1-3) located pre-synaptically or by Na+-dependent transporters (EAAT1-5) located pre- or 
post-synaptically or on surrounding glia cells (Shigeri et al., 2004).  GLAST (EAAT-1 in the new 
notation, on glia cell) is one of the most abundant glutamate transporters and has an affinity for 
glutamate equivalent to the NMDA receptor itself which results in a rapid clearing of glutamate 
from the synapse (Huang and Bergles, 2004).  Other glutamate transporters include GLT-1 
(EAAT-2; on glia), EAAC1 (EAAT-3) and EAAT-4 (neuronal and pre-synaptic), and EAAT-5 
(neuronal and post-synpatic)(Shigeri et al., 2004).

GABA

GABA is the major inhibitory neurotransmitter of the brain and there are 2 main classes of 
receptors; the ligand-gated ion channels GABAA and the G-protein coupled GABAB receptors 
(McKernan and Whiting, 1996).  GABAA receptors are post-synaptic and inhibitory because their 
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activation leads to influx of Cl- ions which hyperpolarizes the neuron (Davies, 2003).  GABAA 
receptors are pentamers which contain combinations of the 6α, 4β, 3γ, 2ρ, δ, ε, θ and π subunits 
(Davies, 2003).  The most common combination of subunits, α1β2γ2, accounts for 43% of the 
GABA receptors in the rat brain and is also known as the BZ1 subtype for its binding of the 
benzodiazepines (McKernan and Whiting, 1996).  The α3βγ2 subtype accounts for 17% of the 
GABA receptors and are found mostly in the cortex, while the α5β3γ2/3 type (4% of the total) are 
localized mostly in the hippocampus (McKernan and Whiting, 1996).  Acute exposure to ethanol 
potentiates the effect of GABA at GABAA receptors but the actual binding site for ethanol is 
unknown (Davies, 2003).  Extensive research on the role of GABAA receptors in alcohol-preferring 
rats has been performed in the laboratory of Dr. Esa Korpi.  Selection of rats based on the 
sensitivity to motor impairment after ethanol produced the alcohol-tolerant (AT) and alcohol-
nontolerant (ANT) rat lines (Hellevuo & Korpi, 1988).  Binding studies using the benzodiazepine 
receptor partial inverse agonist Ro 15-4513 note differences in GABAA receptors between AT vs 
ANT rats, particularly in the cerebellum (Uusi-Oukari & Korpi, 1990, 1991) which supports a 
connection between ethanol and the GABA system.  Another binding study with Ro 15-4513 found 
a slight decrease in binding in the hippocampus of AA vs ANA rats, again suggesting a role for 
GABAA in a different rat line (Wong et al., 1996a).  Pharmacology studies further illustrate the role 
of GABA in the effects of alcohol.  Chronic inhibition of GABA-transaminase early in development 
(pnd 3-21) increases the amount of alcohol self-administration in adulthood (Taira et al., 1992) and 
a single treatment with the GABA transaminase inhibitor γ-vinyl GABA decreases alcohol 
consumption in alcohol-preferring AA rats (Wegelius et al., 1993).  Other studies using many 
ligands for the various sites of the GABAA channel find that nearly all affect self-administration 
(Wegelius et al., 1994) or ethanol sensitivity (Wong et al., 1996b) in some way.  Additional studies 
on the pharmacological effect of GABAA ligands on ethanol self-administration is reviewed by 
Chester and Cunningham (2002).  For example, picrotoxin (GABAA antagonist), muscimol 
(GABAA agonist), CGS 8216 (benzodiazepine antagonist) and chlordiazepoxide (benzodiazepine 
full agonist) all decrease ethanol self-administration after systemic injection (Petry, 1997; Petry, 
1997; June et al., 1998; Petry, 1995, respectively).  Recently, a series of α5-selective partial agonists 
have been developed.  Local infusion of RY023 into the hippocampus decreases ethanol self-
administration but not after infusion into the nucleus accumbens or ventral tegmental area (June et 
al., 2001).  In addition, systemic injection of RY024 reduces self-administration and also ethanol-
induced motor impairment and sedation (McKay et al., 2004).  

The GABAB agonist baclofen blocks ethanol-induced locomotor stimulation (Cott et al., 1976) and 
has also been shown to have effects with respect to alcohol self-administration. Baclofen decreases 
alcohol self-administration in alcohol-preferring P rats (Colombo et al., 2000), slows the acquisition 
of alcohol self-administration (Colombo et al., 2002) and is currently in a clinical trial for use in 
relapse prevention (Addolorato et al., 2002).  

Dopamine

Dopamine receptors are G-protein coupled receptors and are divided into two classes; D1-like (D1 
and D5) are coupled to Gs and D2-like (D2, D3, D4) are usually coupled to Gi/o(Hodge et al., 1997).  
The output neurons of the nucleus accumbens (mostly GABAergic) are inhibited by dopamine 
release and contain both D1 and D2 receptors (Tupala and Tiihonen, 2004).  Ligands for both of 
these receptor types have been shown to alter ethanol self-administration in animals.  Infusion of 
the D1 antagonist SCH 23390 into the nucleus accumbens decreases self-administration (Hodge et 
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al., 1997).  The D2/3 antagonist raclopride also decreases self-administration, particularly when in 
combination with the D1 agonist SKF 38393, which suggests that self-administration depends on 
some balance between D1 and D2 receptor activation in the accumbens (Hodge et al., 1997).  
Additionally, 6-hydroxydopamine or ibotenic acid lesions of dopaminergic neurons in the ventral 
striatum can increase alcohol self-administration (Hansen et al., 1995) but not always (Fahlke et al., 
1994a)

Serotonin

There are 7 classes of serotonin receptors (which are additionally subdivided into subtypes A-D) 
which are G-protein coupled receptors except for 5-HT3 which is a ligand-gated ion channel (Rang 
et al., 2001).  Serotonergic neurons project from the raphe nucleus of the brain stem to higher brain 
regions (Nestler et al., 2001).  The dorsal raphe projects to the cortex, thalamus and striatal regions 
including the caudate putamen, nucleus accumbens, substantia nigra and ventral tegmental area 
while the medial raphe projects to the hippocampus, amygdala and other limbic structures (Nestler 
et al., 2001).  This presence of serotonin throughout the brain suggests the potential for interactions 
with drug-seeking behaviour or basic reward processes.  For example, SSRIs, which block reuptake 
of serotonin via the transporter SERT, increase synpatic serotonin levels and this has proved 
effective in the treatment of depression (Nestler et al., 2001).  SSRIs decrease alcohol self-
administration in rats (Gill et al., 1988a; Gill et al., 1988b) and fluoxetine blocks reinstatement of 
alcohol seeking induced by footshock (Le et al., 1999) but evidence of clinical efficacy is lacking 
(Johnson, 2004).  The 5-HT3 antagonist ondansetron has been discussed under pharmacotherapies 
above.  Preclinical studies with pharmacological ligands selective to 5-HT receptor subtypes have 
produced conflicting results.  The 5-HT1A/1B agonist RU24969 was shown to decrease ethanol self-
administration via action at the 5-HT1B receptor (Tomkins & O’Neill, 2000) and yet the 5-HT1A 
agonist ipsapirone also decreases self-administration (Schreiber et al., 1999).  There is also 
evidence that ipsapirone decreases the palatability of ethanol and this may explain the decrease in 
self-administration (Fahlke et al., 1994c).  The 5-HT2 receptor antagonist ritanserin decreases 
ethanol consumption (Meert et al., 1991) and yet both agonists and antagonists of the 5-HT2C 
receptor decrease self-administration (Tomkins et al., 2002).

Noradrenaline

Adrenoceptors are of two types, α and β, and differ in that noradrenaline has a greater potency than 
adrenaline for α receptors and vice versa for β receptors (Rang et al., 2001).  α1 receptors are of 
subtype A, B or D while α2 receptors are of type A, B and C (Nestler et al., 2001).  Over half of the 
noradrenergic neurons are contained in the locus ceruleus and these project to all areas of the brain 
(Nestler et al., 2001).  Interestingly, neurons in the locus ceruleus are activated by environmental 
stressors (Nestler et al., 2001).  Little has been investigated in terms of pharmacological effects of 
adrenoceptors and this is probably a result of the importance of these receptors in the heart and 
other organs (Rang et al., 2001).  However, an early study found no change in alcohol self-
administration following α2 agonist medetomidine or antagonist atipamezole (Korpi, 1990).  Recent 
studies with the adrenergic α2 agonist clonidine show that alcohol-dependent patients have 
disrupted noradrenaline release (Fahlke et al., 2000) and the α2 agonist lofexidine decreases ethanol 
self-administration (Le et al., 2005).  Additionally, α adrenoceptors are involved in the mediation of 
the stimulant effects of cocaine (Drouin et al., 2002) and in the regulation of working memory in 
the prefrontal cortex (Franowicz et al., 2002; Arnsten et al., 1999).
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Neuroanatomy of reward and learning  

Mesolimbic dopaminergic pathway

The common feature of all drugs of abuse is the ability to induce dopamine release in the 
mesolimbic dopaminergic pathway (Di Chiara & Imperato, 1988).  Much research has focussed on 
this ‘reward pathway’ which is the projection of dopaminergic neurons from the ventral tegmental 
area (VTA) to the nucleus accumbens (NAc) (Nestler et al., 2001).  Using microdialysis, it was 
found that a systemic injection of ethanol increases dopamine release in the NAc (Imperato & Di 
Chiara, 1986) and this is also true for nicotine (Imperato et al., 1986) and other addictive drugs (Di 
Chiara & Imperato, 1988).  Additionally, the role of dopamine in ethanol-induced locomotor 
activity was investigated pharmacologically with dopamine agonists prior to the microdialysis 
studies (Carlsson et al., 1974).  Drug exposure increases spontaneous locomotor activity and this is 
thought to be a result of the activation of dopaminergic neurons in the NAc (Wise, 1987).  This is 
readily measured after psychostimulant or opiate injection (Wise, 1987) and even alcohol 
administration (Hoshaw & Lewis, 2001).  

It can be questioned whether food and drugs of abuse affect the reward pathway similarly.  Studies 
indicate that they do not and have led to the conception that drugs actually hijack the reward system 
of the individual.  The NAc can be divided into the shell (considered a part of the ‘extended 
amygdala’) and the core (more associated with the striatum) (Kelley, 1999).  Food of any taste 
increases dopamine release in the NAc core (Bassareo et al., 1999; Bassareo et al., 1997).  
However, only palatable foods, such as the salty snack Fonzies (Bassareo et al., 1997) or sweet 
chocolate (Bassareo et al., 2002), but not quinine (bitter taste) induce dopamine release in the NAc 
shell (Bassareo et al., 2002).  Therefore, it is suggested that NAc core dopamine is involved in 
performance of instrumental behaviours and acquisition while NAc shell dopamine is involved in 
the modulation of spatial working memory under the search for food (Di Chiara et al., 2004).  
Interestingly, exposure to palatable foods only increases NAc shell dopamine upon first exposure 
(when it is novel) but not on subsequent exposures (Bassareo et al., 1997; Bassareo et al., 2002).  
However, drugs of abuse increase NAc shell dopamine every time they are presented and this 
constant challenge to the mesolimbic dopaminergic pathway is thought to underly neuroadaptive 
changes that occur after prolonged drug use (Di Chiara, 2002).   

The role of drug-induced dopamine release in the motivation of behaviour is controversial and is 
often discussed with reference to hedonia, drug-associated stimuli or incentive motivation (Di 
Chiara, 2002; Di Chiara et al., 2004).  The question has also been raised about why the brain has a 
‘reward pathway’ since this would seem to result in drug addiction.  The answer most likely lies in 
the role of this pathway as a part of a larger system of learning designed to promote survival 
(Kelley, 2004).  In evolutionary terms, an animal must search for food and, in times of shortage, it is 
of survival value to remember where palatable food is located.  Thus, the individual is capable of 
remembering the rewarding food by association of environmental cues such that these same cues, if 
encountered again, can motivate a successful search for food and promote survival (Kelley, 2004).  
Therefore, brain regions outside of the VTA to NAc projection are also important in reward and 
addiction.  The hippocampus is involved in spatial learning and memory and encodes novel 
environmental stimuli via associative learning (Morris et al., 2003).  The amygdala is involved in 
emotional learning and is very important with respect to environmental cues (Kelley, 2004).  
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Finally, the prefrontal cortex is involved in executive functions, the direction of responses and 
working memory (Kelley, 2004).  All of these brain areas are connected, often by reciprocal 
projections, and this indicates the importance of the interactions between regions in the entire brain 
with respect to reward or learning processes (Kelley, 2004).

Anticipation of reward

Given the role of many brain regions in the recall of environmental cues associated with palatable 
food or reward, one should be able to measure activation of brain areas when an individual is 
presented with these cues.  The period between cue and reward presentation is thought to induce an 
‘anticipation’ for the reward which is difficult to define operationally but, nonetheless, produces 
measurable changes in neuronal activity or neurotransmitter release.  Microdialysis studies have 
shown that dopamine is released under anticipation of ethanol self-administration (Weiss et al., 
1993) and that this effect is very pronounced for the alcohol-preferring P rat (Katner et al., 1996).  
Additionally, reward anticipation induces the firing of neurons in the subiculum and NAc (Martin & 
Ono, 2000) and noradrenergic neurons projecting from the locus ceruleus to the prelimbic cortex 
(Bouret & Sara, 2004).  Finally, differences are observed between consumption and anticipation in 
analogy to the NAc core/shell discussion.  Consumption of chocolate increases acetylcholine 
release in the cortex and hippocampus of rats but anticipation of the same report only increases 
acetylcholine release in the cortex (Inglis et al., 1994).

Acquisition of an operant response

Learning of the lever press response task requires several different parts of the brain; in particular 
the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus.  Studies indicate that these regions work together under 
learning of a novel task and that various neurotransmitters are important for this learning.  In the 
prefrontal cortex, both dopamine and acetylcholine are released during acquisition of a response for 
food (Izaki et al., 1998).  Acquisition of a lever press response also induces acetylcholine release in 
the hippocampus (Orsetti et al., 1996).  Both brain areas are required for learning the response since 
bilateral lidocaine (reversible pharmacological lesion) into either the prefrontal cortex or 
hippocampus or unilateral lidocaine into the prefrontal cortex and contralateral hippocampus blocks 
the acquisition of a lever press response for food (Izaki et al., 2000).  Single neuron recordings also 
show that after a lever press response for reward, certain neurons in the prefrontal cortex increase 
their rate of firing (Mulder et al., 2003) and different neurons are activated before (anticipation) or 
after the lever press in the prefrontal cortex (Peters et al., 2005). 

Cause of alcoholism

Knowledge of the cause of alcoholism may help in the development of specific treatments or 
interventions that can occur before expression of the disorder occurs.  However, as with all 
complicated psychiatric disorders, a combination of genetic and environmental factors are involved.

Genetic explanation

It is estimated that between 40-60% of the vulnerability to develop alcoholism can be explained by 
genetics (for review Radel & Goldman, 2001).  It is known that the risk to develop alcoholism is 
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five times greater in those with an alcoholic parent and this heritability (approx 0.50) is the same in 
men and women (Enoch & Goldman, 2001).

Candidate gene approach

One method of identifying genes associated with alcoholism is the candidate gene approach.  This 
involves choosing a target that is known to be involved in the effects of alcohol or is affected by 
alcohol itself and then searching for polymorphisms in dependent vs non-dependent individuals 
(Enoch & Goldman, 2001).

Alcohol metabolism

The study of alcohol metabolism itself has provided the most robust illustration of genes involved 
in alcoholism.  The ALDH2 gene has an ALDH2*1 allele which is active and a dominant ALDH2*2 
allele which is inactive enzymatically (Kreek et al., 2004).  The polymorphism of ALDH2 is 
Glu487Lys and this Lys487 allele inactivates the ALDH2 enzyme and causes an intense flushing 
response resulting from accumulation of acetaldehyde (Radel & Goldman, 2001).  In Asian 
populations, 10% are homozygous Lys487/Lys487 while 30% are Lys487/Glu487 which indicates 
that flushing occurs in almost half of Asians.  Thomasson et al (1994) found that the risk of 
developing alcoholism is 4-10 fold less in heterozygous Lys487/Glu487 individuals.  
Polymorphisms in ADH have also been mentioned with respect to alcoholism.  The ADH1B 
(ADH2) form of ADH has an Arg47His polymorphism which increases metabolism of alcohol 
resulting in rapid formation of acetaldehyde (Kreek et al., 2004).  Presence of His47 (ADH1B*2), 
also common in Asia, reduces risk for alcoholism (Whitfield, 1997).

Neurotransmitter systems

GABAA receptor subunits have been identified via the candidate gene approach.  For example, a 
Pro385Ser substitution in the α6 subunit decreases response to ethanol (Schuckit et al., 1999).  
Additionally, study of ANT rats by Korpi et al (1993) found an Arg100Gln substitution in the α6 
subunit which enhances response to alcohol and benzodiazepines.  There is also evidence of an 
association to α3, β2 and γ2 subunits of GABAA (Enoch & Goldman, 2001).

The dopamine D4 receptor gene has a 48-nucleotide sequence that is repeated and the 
polymorphism lies in the difference in numbers of repeats (Kreek et al., 2004).  A study by George 
et al (1993) found higher proportions of the 3 or 6-repeat alleles in alcoholics.  Additionally, the 5-
repeat allele was associated with alcoholism in a Japanese population (Muramatsu et al., 1996).

Catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT), the enzyme that degrades dopamine, adrenaline and 
noradrenaline, contains a Val158Met polymorphism which reduces activity of the enzyme 
drastically (Kreek at el., 2004).  This Met158 allele is associated with high alcohol consumption 
(Kauhanen et al., 2000) and Cloninger type I (late onset) alcoholism (Tiihonen et al., 1999).

Monoamine oxidase (MAO) metabolizes monoamines and contains a 30-nucleotide repeat in its 
promotor (Kreek et al., 2004).  Polymorphisms have been associated with alcoholism in German 
(Samochowiec et al., 1999), Chinese (Hsu et al., 1996) and European American subjects (Vanyukov 
et al., 1995).  Monoamine oxidase activity, however, was correlated to alcoholism long before these 
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genetic studies (Wiberg et al., 1977).  Platelet MAO activity is low in type II alcoholics (early 
onset) but normal in type I alcoholics (von Knorring et al., 1985; Sherif et al., 1992).  Platelet MAO 
activity is therefore considered a marker for vulnerability to many psychiatric disorders (Oreland, 
2004).   

Additional genes involving dopamine, serotonin, opioids and other systems have been discussed by 
Kreek et al (2004), Radel and Goldman (2001) and Enoch and Goldman (2001).

Whole genome approach

More frequently, the whole genome approach is used to study genes involved in alcoholism because 
one can identify all of the genes responsible and do not have to be constrained by a hypothesis.  
One method is the quantitative trait locus (QTL) technique which correlates a measure of alcohol 
preference or behaviour with marker loci in the genome of mice (Mayer & Hollt, 2005).  For 
example, withdrawal severity is linked to QTLs on chromosome 1, 4 and 11 and these account for 
68% of the variation for that trait (Buck et al., 1997).  Interestingly, further analysis of the loci on 
chromosome 11 found genes encoding the GABAA subunits α1, α6, β2 and γ2 (Buck & Hood, 
1998).  Additionally, using the behaviour of alcohol consumption in the correlation, QTLs on 
chromosome 9 are linked and this suggests a role for 5-HT1B and D2 receptors (for review Radel & 
Goldman, 2001).

With respect to clinical studies, the Collaborative Study of the Genetics of Alcoholism (COGA) is a 
large, 6-centre trial consisting of alcohol-dependent subjects and their families (Reich et al., 1998).  
Alcohol dependence susceptibility is strongly linked to chromosome 1 and 7 and less to 
chromosome 2 while patients with chromosome 4 linkage are less likely to be alcohol dependent 
(Reich et al, 1998).

Recently, microarray analysis has been used to screen whole-genome differences in alcohol 
preferring and avoiding rats at the level of a specific brain area.  For AA vs ANA rats, many 
differences were found in the frontal cortex (Worst et al., 2005) and the nucleus accumbens, 
amygdala, cingulate cortex and hippocampus (Arlinde et al., 2004).  Additional differences are 
reported in the hippocampus of P vs NP rats (Edenburg et al., 2005).  These studies identify so 
many genes that it is impossible to discuss each one but some examples are as follows.  AA rats 
have higher expression of MAOA in the nucleus accumbens and cingulate cortex and increased 
expression of GABAB2 receptor in the hippocampus (Arlinde et al., 2004).  In the frontal cortex of 
AA vs ANA rats, differences in gene expression of CRF receptor 2, NPY receptor 1 and GABAA δ 
subunit were noted (Worst et al., 2005).  Finally, in the hippocampus, GABAA β1 subunits and 
ALDH1 were more expressed in P relative to NP rats (Edenburg et al., 2004).  What is less clear is 
why there is a discrepancy between these microarray studies and the previously mentioned 
association studies.  This could be a result of the focus on individual brain structures.

Individual vulnerability and risk factors

As mentioned previously, the individual-centred view suggests that individuals possess some 
underlying trait which makes them more vulnerable to the drug or the development of addiction.  
Also, it is known that early life stress can change alcohol self-administration (Roman & Nylander, 
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2005).  As such, environmental factors also influence whether an individual will become alcohol 
dependent.

Twin studies and gene vs environment questions

The relative contribution of genetic and environmental factors to a given behaviour can be 
determined via twin studies.  Identical or monozygotic (MZ) twins share 100% of their genes while 
fraternal or dizygotic (DZ) twins share 50% of their genes (Rose, 1998).  Therefore, correlations to 
behaviours in MZ twins should be double that of DZ twins if the trait is genetically explained and 
environmentally explained if the DZ correlation is roughly equal to the MZ correlation (Rose et al., 
2001).

One observation is that early onset of drinking increases the risk developing alcoholism several fold 
(Grant et al., 2005).  The relative roles of genes and environment in this observation have been 
explored using the FinnTwin12 and FinnTwin16 studies which are prospective cohorts of twins 
designed to determine factors affecting health problems (Kaprio et al., 2002).  Around 30% of 
individuals at age 14 reported drinking but the correlation of this between MZ and DZ twins was 
equal, indicating that age of onset of drinking is a result of environmental factors (Rose et al., 
2001).  However, drinking frequency in twins aged 16-18.5 is explained by genetic factors since the 
correlation for MZ and DZ twins was different (Rose et al., 2001).

Risk factors and prediction of abuse

Piazza and Le Moal (1996) observed that rats can be divided into groups based on high or low 
response to novelty and this behaviour predicts acquisition of cocaine self-administration.  The 
association of novelty and ethanol self-administration is, however, less clear.  There is a positive 
correlation between open field locomotor activity in outbred Long-Evans rats and operant ethanol 
self-administration but this is only observed at response requirements of FR3 (fixed ratio 3) (Nadal 
et al., 2002).  Wistar rats, however, show no correlation between open field activity and operant 
ethanol self-administration (Bienkowski et al., 2001) and there is additionally no correlation if 
locomotor activity is measured after chronic self-administration (Koros et al., 1999).

In many cases, it is possible to predict whether a person will have alcohol problems in the future.  
For example, in the FinnTwin12 study, teacher ratings of high behavioural problems correlated with 
those who had consumed alcohol (Rose et al., 2001).  Additionally, many personality and social 
factors correlate with heavy alcohol use in university (for review Ham & Hope, 2003).  Mulder 
(2002) has reviewed the search for personality traits associated with alcoholism and, while not 
absolutely clear, results suggest that individuals with the traits of high novelty seeking and low 
harm avoidance are at risk to develop alcoholism.  These traits also correlate with the 
aforementioned platelet MAO activity (for review Oreland, 2004) which further suggests the 
predictive validity of these traits and the possibility of a vulnerable personality type.  Overall, 
genetic factors are important in the development of alcoholism but environmental conditions can 
also influence this process.  As such, predicting which children are at risk for alcoholism could 
mean that, theoretically, parents could intervene or educate in time to delay the onset of their use of 
alcohol.
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Stress and alcohol

In order to survive, an animal must be able to respond to stressors in its environment.  This is 
possible due to the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis.  Sensation of stressors or changes in 
body state stimulates the release of various neurotransmitters in the hypothalamus (e.g. 
noradrenaline, acetylcholine, serotonin) (Nestler et al., 2001).  Stimulation of the hypothalamus 
releases corticotropin releasing factor (CRF) which induces secretion of adrenocorticotropic 
hormone (ACTH) into the blood by the pituitary gland which, in turn, induces glucocorticoid 
release (cortisol in humans and corticosterone in rats) by the adrenal gland (Nestler et al., 2001).  
Glucocorticoid receptors are dispersed throughout the brain and are particularly abundant in the 
hippocampus where glucocorticoids act as a negative feedback to shut off the HPA axis (Nestler et 
al., 2001).  In the time course of a stress response, noradrenaline is released immediately and is 
detected in the blood within minutes while glucocorticoids are first detected from 10 minutes to 1 
hour after the stressor (Sapolsky et al., 2000).  Acute stress also leads to glutamate release in the 
frontal cortex (Moghaddam, 1993) and the hippocampus (Lowy et al., 1993).

Ethanol increases plasma levels of ACTH and corticosterone (Sarnyai et al., 2001) and chronic 
alcohol or drug use is hypothesized to alter the balance of the HPA system (Kreek & Koob, 1998; 
Piazza & Le Moal, 1998).  Ethanol self-administration is decreased by metyrapone, which blocks 
corticosterone synthesis (Fahlke et al., 1994b), and by adrenalectomy (Fahlke & Eriksson, 2000).  
Additionally, corticosterone is thought to mediate the reinforcing effect of drugs since 
adrenalectomy lowers dopamine levels in the nucleus accumbens (Marinelli & Piazza, 2002) and 
intracerebroventricular infusion of corticosterone increases self-administration of alcohol (Fahlke et 
al., 1996).  CRF is also involved in drug addiction as revealed by the use of CRF receptor 
antagonists (Sarnyai et al., 2001).  For example, as mentioned previously, the CRF antagonist d-
Phe-CRF and CP-154,526 block reinstatement of alcohol seeking induced by footshock (Le et al., 
2000).

As expected from the studies illustrating the involvement of stress in reinforcement, stress itself can 
be used to alter alcohol self-administration.  Various methods of stress that change self-
administration are footshock or immobilization stress, social isolation and change of dominance 
status (Pohorecky, 1990).  More recently, footshock or social defeat stress potentiated the ADE after 
the first deprivation period (Funk et al., 2004).  Additionally, footshock increases basal drinking in 
HAD and P rats and potentiates the ADE in HAD, P and even AA rats (Vengeliene et al., 2003).

Early life stress and changes in drug use

Stress early in life results in long-lasting effects in many neurotransmitter systems of the brain and 
these effects continue into adulthood (Kaufman et al., 2000).  Early life stresses seem to put an 
individual at a greater risk for many mental disorders, such as major depression and post-traumatic 
stress disorder (Heim and Nemeroff, 2001), and also addictive disorders (Gordon, 2002).  Victims 
of childhood abuse are 2 to 4 times more likely to use drugs and may use alcohol to alleviate the 
psychological pain of the abuse (Gordon, 2002).  Additionally, the incidence rates of post-traumatic 
stress disorder are from 25-50% among drug-dependent individuals while this statistic is very low 
in the general population (Gordon, 2002).  Different types of manipulation during the stress 
hyporesponsive period (SHRP), from postnatal day (pnd) 4 through 14 (or pnd 3 to pnd 12)
(Vazquez et al., 1996) in which less adrenocorticotrophin (ACTH) and corticosterone are released in 
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response to a stressor (Lehmann et al., 2002), have prolonged effects on the stress response and 
many other neurotransmitter systems later in life (for review Heim and Nemeroff, 2001).  

The animal model of maternal separation (MS) involves separating pups from their mother either 
once or repeated times over the SHRP.  This model has various effects on the stress response 
depending on whether a single or multiple separation procedure is used.  A single separation of 
greater than 2 hours elevates basal corticosterone levels and after 8 hours an HPA axis 
hyperresponsiveness is observed (Lehman and Feldon, 2000).  Rats separated at pnd 5 show an 
increased ACTH release and a prolonged corticosterone release in response to restraint stress 
compared to unseparated controls (Penke et al., 2001).  However, the observation of this 
hyperresponsiveness depends on the age of initial separation (early vs later in the stress 
hyporesponsive period) and can be opposite depending on the age (young vs adult) of measurement 
(Lehmann and Feldon, 2000).  Repeated daily maternal separation also leads to profound effects on 
the HPA axis.  MS180 (separation for 180 min/day) over pnd 2 to 14 leads to a heightened ACTH 
release after air-puff startle (Plotsky and Meaney, 1993, Ladd et al., 2004).  Maternal separation 
also decreases expression of GR mRNA in the hippocampus and frontal cortex and this is thought to 
diminish an individual’s reactive response to stress (Ladd et al., 2004).  Environmental handling 
(here called MS15 for 15 min separation/day) is considered a situation closer to natural conditions 
in the wild where the mother has to leave the pups to collect food (Pryce and Feldon, 2003).  In 
most cases, repeated MS15 leads to decreased ACTH or corticosterone release after a stressor and 
an increase in hippocampal GR receptors and this is therefore opposite to the effects of longer 
maternal separation (Pryce and Feldon, 2003).

Despite the dramatic effects on stress responsiveness, the behavioural effects of maternal separation 
have been more difficult to identify.  In terms of repeated MS procedures (over 21 days), male 
MS360 rats (separated for 360 min/day) show an increased consumption of ethanol compared to 
MS15 controls (separated for 15 min/day) (Ploj et al., 2003).  However, the change in alcohol 
preference is different in AA vs ANA rats (Roman et al., 2005) and also in females vs males 
(Gustafsson et al., 2005; Roman et al., 2004).  Additionally, MS rats (separated for 60 min/day over 
pnd 2-9) learn to self-administer cocaine at lower doses compared to unseparated rats which 
indicates a faster rate of acquisition (Kosten et al., 2000).  In the Morris water maze, MS15 
(environmental handling) rats show a shorter latency to find the platform compared to control or 
rats separated for 6 hours (MS360) which suggests an improved spatial learning ability in MS15 
rats (Lehmann et al., 2002).
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Aims

The overall goal of this thesis was to explore factors that affect alcohol self-administration in Wistar 
rats.  Specific aims were as follows:

To establish a method of oral, operant self-administration of alcohol in Wistar rats at this 
laboratory.
To develop an animal model to see if the environmental context associated to alcohol self-
administration could be used to change the amount of alcohol consumed by the animal.
To investigate whether animals that are known to consume excess alcohol would differ in 
neurotransmitter gene expression.
To question why an individual animal consumes the amount of alcohol it does and investigate 
whether this amount may be based on the genetic background of the individual (individual-
centred viewpoint of addiction).
To compare individuals who learn or do not learn to press a lever for reward to see whether 
these differences may be a result of genetic patterns in different brain areas.
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Materials and Methods

Experimental subjects

All experiments in this thesis were approved by the Ethical Committee for Use of Animal Subjects 
at Karolinska Institutet with ethical numbers N312/00 and N93/04 (for Papers I, III and IV).  
Experiments in Paper II were approved by the Ethical Committee in Uppsala with ethical number 
C33/2.  Animal care procedures followed the guidelines of Swedish legislation on animal 
experimentation (Animal Welfare Act SFS1998:56) and EU legislation (Convention ETS123 and 
Directive 86/609/EEC).  

Naïve, male Wistar rats were used for this study and weighed approximately 250 g at the start of the 
experiments.  Animals were transported from Scanbur/B&K (Sollentuna, Sweden) and were housed 
4 per cage.  Cages were left for one week to allow the animals to acclimatize to the local conditions.  
Following this, animals were handled for 2-3 days to adjust to experimenter handling and transport 
from the animal room to the self-administration room.  Conditions of the room were monitored to 
provide consistent temperature (22°C) and humidity (50%) conditions.  A 12 hr light:dark cycle was 
used and lights were turned on at 07.00).  All self-administration sessions were conducted in the 
morning between 09.00 and 12.00.  Rats received standard lab chow ad libitum throughout the 
experiment unless otherwise stated in the methods.  Rats in Paper II were raised differently due to 
the maternal separation procedure and this is presented under subheading Maternal Separation.

Analysis and graphical representation

All data was analyzed and all figures were prepared using GraphPad Prism version 3 or 4 (San 
Diego, CA, USA).  In curves of cumulative response or column charts, plotted values represent the 
mean ± S.E.M. If the data set was not continuous (e.g. FR response requirement), the median was 
plotted in the chart without error bars.  For all statistical analyses, significance level was set to 
p=0.05.  Additionally, post-hoc tests after ANOVA analysis were only performed when the overall 
ANOVA was significant.  Specific statistical tests are listed under the respective experiment.

Oral self-administration

Operant chamber description

Operant training was performed in MED-PC chambers from Med Associates Inc (St. Albans, VT, 
USA) contained inside a sound attenuating box.  The floor was made of stainless-steel bars which 
the animal could walk on.  Below this, there was a tray containing bedding material.  This material 
was not changed over the experiment so each individual could always recognize its scent in the 
operant chamber.  Additionally, animals were always trained in the same operant chamber 
throughout the training.  A houselight on the back wall illuminated the chamber and indicated when 
the session started.  On the opposite wall, two levers were positioned; one on either side of a central 
receptacle (see Figure 2).  There was a cue light above each lever and this illuminated upon lever 
press.  Regardless of whether the lever was active or inactive, the cue light above it would be 
activated for 3 s.  The lack of information provided by these cue lights encouraged the animal to 
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locate the fluid using other senses.  The central receptacle itself contained two small cups (one on 
each side) that fluid was delivered to via PE50 tubing (Kebo Labs, Stockholm).  A syringe pump for 
each side was placed on top of the chamber outside the sound attenuating box.  A 20 ml syringe was 
filled with fluid and connected to a needle which was attached to the PE50 tubing and the drinking 
cup inside the operant chamber.  At the start of each session, the pump was activated manually to 
ensure that no air was contained in the tubing.  Finally, approximately 0.2 ml of fluid was left 
remaining in the cup as a cue for the animal at the start of the session.  By searching the central 
receptacle for the delivered fluid, the animal could determine which lever would be active for that 
day (e.g. fluid in left cup would indicate an active left lever).  Session length was either 30, 60 or 90 
minutes depending on the experiment.  Operant boxes were controlled by MED-PC interface with a 
PC customized to record variables necessary for these experiments.  Collected variables included 
active lever deliveries and presses, inactive lever deliveries and presses, and a running total of these 
variables every 5 minutes for preparation of cumulative response curves.  Lever pressing itself 
activated the cue light above the lever and the pump associated to that lever for 3 s (0.1 ml of 
delivered fluid/press).  This was followed by a 10 s timeout period to ensure that the rat had time to 
consume the delivered fluid and to prevent extra activations of the pump which would result in 
inaccurate measures of the volumes of delivered fluid.  At the end of the session, the tubing was 
flushed with water to prevent clogging and ensure accuracy in the amount of delivered fluid.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the MED-PC operant chambers used for oral self-
administration of alcohol.  
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Figure 3: Example of a Wistar rat self-administering alcohol in the operant chamber.  
Note that the animal may press the lever with its nose instead of paws, as illustrated 
by this individual.

Acquisition

Animals must be trained to press a lever to earn a reward and this procedure can be time-consuming 
unless a short period of water deprivation is used.  Use of this ensures that the majority of 
individuals will learn to press within the first couple days of training (Figure 3).  The acquisition 
procedure was as follows.  From 17.00 the day before the start of training, water was removed from 
the homecage of the rats.  On Day 1 at approximately 09.00, rats were placed in the chamber for 1 
hr and 0.1 ml of 0.2% saccharin was delivered every minute irrespective of the animal’s lever 
pressing.  This shaped an approach response to the central receptacle which was collecting this 
delivered fluid.  Lever pressing on either lever also led to a delivery of saccharin.  Approximately 1 
hr after training, water was returned to the homecage and this was removed again at 17.00.  On Day 
2, rats no longer received any free deliveries.  However, response on either lever produced a 0.1 ml 
delivery of saccharin.  Session length from Day 2 on was 30 minutes.  The same water deprivation 
schedule was used for Day 3 except during this session only the active lever (e.g. the left) resulted 
in a delivery.  From Day 4 to 6, rats could only earn saccharin by pressing the active lever.  From 
Day 4, water was always available ad libitum.  Starting from Day 7, rats could respond for a 5% (w/
v) ethanol/0.2% saccharin solution.
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Depending on the experiment, the position of the active lever was changed.  For shorter 
experiments (Paper III and IV), the active lever was always the left lever over the 9 days.  But for 
longer experiments (Paper I), the position of the active lever was alternated daily (e.g. left, right, 
left, etc) to ensure that a side bias was not responsible for the behaviour.  The lack of information 
from the cue lights and the need to determine which lever was active for that session encouraged the 
rat to actively seek the alcohol which ensures that responses for alcohol are actually a result of a 
motivated action and not some random activity.  The reinforcement schedule also differed 
depending on the experiments.  Usually, a fixed ratio (FR) 1 schedule was used.  FR1 indicates that 
an animal must press the lever once to earn a fluid delivery compared to an FR3 schedule in which 
the animal must press 3 times to get a single fluid delivery.

Training schedules

Chronic schedules

For chronic alcohol self-administration experiments (Paper I and III), training proceeded as follows.  
Following the acquisition (from Day 7 onwards), rats could respond for 5% (w/v) ethanol/0.2% 
saccharin over a 30-minute session.  This training continued for 20 consecutive days and the 
position of the active lever was alternated each day (left, right, left, etc).  After this period, rats 
could respond on a free choice in which active lever response produced a delivery of 5% ethanol/
0.2% saccharin and inactive lever response produced only water.  This training proceeded 5 days a 
week with no training on the weekends.  Free choice training continued until the individual was 
stable and ‘stability’ was defined as less than 20% variation in response over 3 consecutive days.  
This requirement indicated that if an individual had not achieved stability by Wednesday or 
Thursday, another week of training was required.  Stability was necessary since the response from 
that day (termed ‘Baseline’) was used to determine the effect of the experimental manipulation the 
next day (e.g. 5-minute delay).

PR schedule

To assess the motivation of the animals to obtain alcohol and the effects of the 5-minute delay on 
this motivation, rats were tested on a progressive ratio (PR) schedule of responding.  Rats were 
trained as above with 20 consecutive days of ethanol self-administration.  From this point and for 
only 5 days per week, the lever press requirement for a single delivery (0.1 ml) of alcohol was 3 + 
0.005 x (0.25 x trial)3 as described in McGregor et al (1999).  This gradual increase in response 
requirement over the session allowed a moderate intake of ethanol before cessation of response.  
Session length was increased to 90 min to ensure that all rats reached a breakpoint well before 
session end.  The breakpoint was defined as no further delivery earned over a 10 minute period, as 
described in McGregor et al. (1999).  This breakpoint occurred, therefore, when the number of 
deliveries did not change over 3 consecutive 5-minute blocks (15 minutes in total).  The time of the 
first of these 3 blocks was designated as the breakpoint for that day.  Training continued on PR until 
responses were stable (<15% variability in number of deliveries over 3 consecutive days)

Controls for self-administration

To control for the specificity of response and the confounding factor of saccharin, rats were trained 
as above (7 days saccharin + 20 days alcohol/saccharin).  Instead of a free choice for water, rats 
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were given a choice between 5% ethanol/0.2% saccharin on the active lever and 0.2% saccharin 
alone on the inactive lever.  

Secondly, oral self-administration involves some uncertainty since fluid is delivered to a cup and 
the rat must consume that fluid.  To verify that the animals consumed the alcohol they earned, blood 
alcohol level was measured (Paper I).  Forty-five minutes after the first drink, rats were briefly 
anaesthetized in 75% carbon dioxide and decapitated and trunk blood was collected and stored with 
30 IU heparin.  Analysis was performed using an enzymatic kit from Sigma Chemicals (Stockholm) 
and a spectrophotometer against a standard curve of known ethanol concentrations.  The blood 
alcohol level was then correlated to what the individual earned (delivery amount) using the Pearson 
correlation and significance level p=0.05.

Finally, in Paper III and IV it was not feasible to take blood samples due to the concern that stress 
may affect gene expression.  To verify consumption, the cups of the central receptacle were visually  
inspected after each session to ensure that no solution remained unconsumed.  If a rat did leave 
solution in the drinking cup, it was excluded from the experiment.

Behavioural tests

Estimation of individual consumption

To determine whether chronic alcohol consumption could be estimated with minimal ethanol 
exposure, 16 rats were trained to press the lever followed by 20 days of responding for 5% ethanol/
0.2% saccharin (i.e. 27 days total of operant responding).  Total consumption each day was plotted 
to observe whether the self-administration was consistent over training and to determine whether 
patterns existed that could be used to estimate individual consumption levels.  Relationships were 
tested with a Pearson correlation (with p=0.05) of Day 20 of alcohol exposure to values early in 
training (e.g. the mean of Day 2 and 3 of alcohol exposure).  The best value was used to estimate 
individual alcohol consumption in Paper III.

3-day protocol

In Paper III, the aim was to estimate the long-term individual level of alcohol consumption while 
minimizing ethanol exposure.  Therefore, rats were trained to press the lever as mentioned above, 
but were only given 3 days to respond for 5% ethanol/0.2% saccharin (i.e. Day 7-9 of training).  
After completion of this, rats were kept in their homecages for a 20 day washout period to ensure 
that individuals were not experiencing any ‘withdrawal’ from the ethanol or 9 consecutive days of 
training and to be sure there was also no anticipation for the reward.

5-min delay in alcohol access

The designation of ‘cue-induced behavioural activation’ used in Paper I was in later work 
considered somewhat misleading since the entire context of the self-administration environment is 
what triggers the effect and not a single cue (e.g. cue light within chamber).  Rats follow the same 
routine each day in terms of transportation of the homecage (on cart and in the elevator) and 
experimenter handling.  With repeated training, this routine and the context of the self-
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administration room (smells, sound and lighting) becomes associated to the presentation of alcohol.  
This we designated as the ‘alcohol-associated context’.

The delay in alcohol access occurred as follows.  Upon reaching a stable Baseline (<20% variation 
in alcohol deliveries earned over 3 consecutive days), rats were brought to the self-administration 
room as usual but kept in their homecage for an extra 5 minutes before placement in the operant 
box.  Rats (always housed 4 per cage) were randomly removed from the homecage each day so 
each rat experienced a delay of 1 minute (maximum) at some point during the training period.  The 
5-minute delay we report was 5 minutes of additional waiting on top of this usual and expected 1-
minute period.  This was the novel event that the rat must experience in the context it associated 
with ethanol presentation.  The behavioural effect of this 5-minute delay was compared to the 
Baseline measure of the individual from the previous day using a repeated-measures 2-way 
ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test when applicable.  Figures were presented as cumulative 
response curves with data collected every 5 minutes such that the final point on the curve denotes 
the maximum consumption or amount of lever pressing for that session.

Time-response and specificity of the delay

To test whether the length of the delay differentially affected subsequent active lever response, 
delay periods of 5, 10 and 15 minutes were used (Paper I).  Rats (n=18) were randomly assigned to 
one group and were given a 5-, 10- or 15-minute delay in alcohol access.  The effect of the delay 
was then determined using a repeated-measures 2-way ANOVA as described above.

To assess whether the effect was specific to the alcohol-associated context and not just any 5-
minute delay, n=6 rats were moved to a single cage and taken to a novel environment for 5 minutes.  
Then they were brought to the usual self-administration room and placed in their operant chambers.  
Effects of this 5-minute delay in a novel context were determined as above.

Persistence and the alcohol deprivation effect

To determine whether the 5-minute delay response was persistent even after a break in training, 
n=16 rats were trained to stability and then given a 10-day deprivation period (no training).  Rats 
were randomly assigned to two groups at the end of the 10-day break in training.  The Control 
group was placed directly into the operant chambers as usual and this provided a test of the Alcohol 
Deprivation Effect paradigm of Heyser et al. (1997).  The Cue group was subjected to the 5-minute 
delay before being placed in the operant boxes.  Responses were again compared with a 2-way 
ANOVA.  

Effects of naltrexone on the 5-minute delay

To test whether the 5-minute delay effect could be blocked by the anti-craving compound 
naltrexone (NTX), n=16 rats were trained to stability and randomized to 4 groups; Saline or 0.03, 
0.1 and 1 mg/kg NTX.  Naltrexone (BioNuclear AB, Stockholm) was dissolved in sterile saline and 
injected subcutaneously 30 minutes before the first drink (i.e. 25 minutes before transport to the 
operant room).  All groups were subjected to the 5-minute delay procedure and the effects of NTX 
were determined with a 2-way ANOVA.  Since not all rats were stable on a given test day, the 
normal routine of transport and removal from the cage was still present.  As such, some rats were 
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removed from the cage while some remained to have the 5-minute delay.  This is important to 
maintain the context and the expected routine of the procedure.

Effects of the 5-min delay on PR

To determine whether the 5-minute delay affected the motivation of the individual to self-
administer alcohol, n=16 rats were trained to self-administer alcohol and were then placed on the 
progressive ratio (PR) schedule instead of free choice, as described above.  Behaviour on the PR 
schedule was always compared back to FR1 values as a frame of reference but rats were only 
exposed to the 5-minute delay once (during the PR).  Upon stability on the PR schedule (<15% 
variation), rats were subjected to the 5-minute delay in access.  

Several behaviours were compared between the PR Baseline (the day of stable responding) and PR 
+ delay (5-minute delay on the day after PR Baseline).  First, number of deliveries earned was 
compared using a 2-tailed, paired t-test.  Secondly, the highest response requirement (FR value) was 
compared as an index of the breakpoint in response.  Since response requirement was not a 
continuous data set (since FR can only be whole numbers), this was compared using a paired 
Wilcoxon signed rank test.  Finally, time of response cessation was determined as described above.  
This was also not a continuous measure (blocks of 5 minute periods) so the Friedman test (non-
parametric repeated measures 1-way ANOVA) with the Dunn’s multiple comparison post-hoc test 
was used to assess the effects of the delay.  Finally, active and inactive lever pressing (continuous 
measures) were compared using a repeated-measures 2-way ANOVA with factors of Schedule 
(between-subject to compare different response schedules) and Time (within-subject over the 
session) and a Bonferroni post-hoc test.  Values from the first 30 minutes of the PR sessions were 
used since this was the length of the FR1 sessions.  However, values for the whole PR sessions were 
compared to each other and the conclusions about the effects of the 5-minute delay were the same 
as those observed using only the first 30 minutes (data not shown).  

Role of other factors in the 5-minute delay response

In a preliminary study, the role of individual factors in the response to the 5-min delay was 
explored.  The goal of this experiment was to see if the response to the delay in alcohol access 
correlated with another behavioural measure.  Ten Wistar rats were trained and, upon stability, the 
effect of the 5 minute delay was determined (as described above).  Training continued until rats 
were stable again.  Then, approximately 20 minutes before the test session, rats were injected 
subcutaneously with sterile saline (1 ml/kg).  The injection occurred just outside the main animal 
room (early in the normal routine) to prevent any aversive pairing to the self-administration room or 
operant boxes.  The effect of this injection on subsequent self-administration was recorded and 
compared to the baseline active lever response of the previous day.  Finally, rats were returned again 
to the usual self-administration routine until response was stable.  Then, rats were put on a 10-day 
deprivation period to measure the alcohol deprivation effect (ADE) as described by Heyser et al 
(1997).

The majority of active lever responses occurred during the first 10 minutes of the operant session.  
Therefore, the total active lever response at 10 minutes was used for the subsequent correlation 
analysis.  The Context Ratio was defined as the active lever presses on the day of the 5-minute 
delay divided by the active lever presses of the Baseline (the day before).  A Context Ratio of 1 
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signifies equal pressing both days, a value greater than 1 indicates greater response on the test day 
and a value less than 1 indicates lower response on the test day.  Injection Ratio and ADE Ratio 
were calculated in the same way.  The correlation of variables was determined using the non-
parametric Spearman correlation with significance level of p=0.05.   

Spontaneous activity in a novel environment

Open field description

Measurement of locomotor activity was performed in novel, plastic chambers (42 cm X 42 cm X 30 
cm) located in a different room from the operant chambers.  AccuScan activity meters (AccuScan 
Instruments Inc., OH, USA) contained infrared photosensors (each row with 16 spaced every 2.5 
cm) with two rows around the bottom and a third placed 10 cm above the floor to register rearing 
activity.  One activity count was registered each time the animal blocked an infrared photobeam.  
Boxes were visually isolated so animals could not see the neighbouring chambers.  All boxes were 
started within 1 minute of each other and rats were placed in the chamber randomly based on which 
rat was picked up from the homecage first. 

Response to novelty

To measure the locomotor response to novelty in Paper IV, rats were placed in the locomotor 
chambers instead of the operant chambers on the 10th day of training.  Each individual was placed 
in the chamber for 30 minutes to compare activity of the High and Low Consumer groups.  
Parameters analyzed were Total Distance (the distance travelled in cm), Vertical Activity (number 
of counts induced by rearing in the chamber), Centre Time (time in seconds spent moving in the 
central portion of the chamber) and Centre Distance (distance travelled in the central portion in cm).  
These parameters were compared by a 2-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test if the main 
effect was significant.

The time spent moving could be further analyzed based on the position of the rat within the open 
field.  This was used to assess whether the animal preferred a particular part of the open field.  Time 
spent at the Front vs Rear and also Left vs Right was compared (using a 2-tailed unpaired t-test) 
within the High Consumer group and Low Consumer group.  Analysis of whether the individual 
preferred the theoretical ‘Lever’ side of the field or the ‘Other’ side required additional 
consideration since operant boxes were on both sides of the room while open field boxes were on 
only one side.  During the operant training, 4 operant boxes were located on one side of the room 
and 4 were on the other and the lever was always located on the right side of the chamber.  
However, there were only 4 open field chambers and they are all on the same side of the room.  
Therefore, rats from the operant chambers on the left of the room could perceive the lever as on the 
left side of the open field while those from the right operant chambers could see the ‘Lever’ side as 
the right side of the open field.
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Maternal separation

The maternal separation procedure was performed by Lisa Gustafsson in the laboratory of Dr. 
Ingrid Nylander at Uppsala University.  On the day of birth (day 0), the sex of each pup was noted.  
Litters were then cross-fostered into 9-10 pups (males, n = 5-6; females, n = 3-4) per litter in order 
to equalize the number of pups and to keep the same proportion of males and females in each litter 
and to avoid the use of littermates in the experimental groups.  The litters were randomly assigned 
to one of three rearing conditions; either 15 min (MS15, n =9 litters) or 360 min (MS360, n =10 
litters) of daily MS or kept under normal animal facility rearing (AFR, n=6 litters).  The separations 
occurred once daily during pnd 1-21. First the dam and then the pups were removed from the nest. 
Each litter was placed in macrolon cages (26 x 20 x 14 cm and containing wood chip bedding 
material) and moved to an adjacent room with similar conditions except a higher temperature (24 ± 
0.2ºC). These cages were changed every day. Separation sessions were performed during the light 
period with the first MS15 litter starting at 09.00 and the first MS360 starting at 09.30. Only one 
person was allowed to enter the room and perform all separations and care giving of the rats. 
During the separations, the dams in the MS15 groups were moved to other cages and the litters 
were returned before the dams. In the MS360 groups, the dams were returned to the homecages 
during the separations, and moved again before the litters were returned. Homecages were changed 
two times during pnd 1-21 for all groups and a small amount of old bedding material was mixed 
with fresh material each time. The animals were weaned on pnd 22 and were thereafter housed in 
the same sex and experimental groups with 3-5 rats per cage (59 x 38 x 20 cm), with normal animal 
care. Ten male rats (MS15, n = 10; MS360, n = 10; AFR, n = 10) were randomly selected for RT-
PCR analysis.  The remaining male rats were used for other experiments.

Analysis of gene expression

Expression of mRNA was measured using two different real-time RT-PCR methods.  While the 
steps of the procedures are very similar, there were enough differences to warrant two separate 
descriptions.  

Real-time RT-PCR using the Roche LightCycler (Paper II)

Sample collection

At 25 weeks of age, rats were decapitated and brains were rapidly removed, sectioned into two 
halves and stored in RNALater solution (Ambion Inc, Austin TX, USA) at –20°C until extraction.  
Immediately prior to RNA extraction, the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus were dissected as 
follows.  Prefrontal cortex included all areas anterior to bregma +4.2 mm but without the olfactory 
bulb.  The whole hippocampus was removed after the cortex was peeled away.  

RNA extraction

Brain samples were homogenized in TRIzol® Reagent (Invitrogen™ Life Technologies, Carlsbad, 
CA, USA) and total RNA was extracted according to the manufacturer's protocol.  To remove 
residual genomic DNA from the samples, a DNase I treatment (Ambion Inc, Austin TX, USA) was 
performed using the manufacturer's instructions.  The concentration of RNA in each sample was 
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measured spectrophotometrically at 260 nm.  The samples with the highest yield of RNA after 
measurement (7 from each group) were used for cDNA synthesis.

cDNA synthesis

Based on the concentration of RNA present in each sample, 2 µg of RNA was reverse transcribed 
for 60 min at 37°C using random hexamer primers (pd(N)6; Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden) 
and 200 U Moloney murine leukemia virus (M-MLV) reverse transcriptase (Promega, WT, USA) in 
a 25 µl reaction volume in the presence of RNase inhibitor (Promega, WT, USA) and equimolar 
(2.5 mM) dNTPs. Resulting cDNA samples were brought to 50 µl using RNase-free water.

Primer design

Sequences for the RT-PCR primers can be found in Table 1 of Paper II.  Sources of the primers are 
referred to in the table while all other primers were designed using Primer-3 followed by a BLAST 
search to verify specificity of that sequence.  Primers were custom-synthesized by TAG 
Copenhagen A/S (Copenhagen, Denmark).  The primer-pair for the QuantumRNA Universal 18S 
housekeeping gene (315 bp) was purchased from Ambion (Austin TX, USA).  Each primer was 
optimized before use to ensure specificity of the PCR product.  A gel showing the product size for 
these primers is provided in Figure 6C of our previous study (Kovacs et al., 2002).

Real-time RT-PCR

One sample of the MS15 group was designated for the standard curve.  This sample was serially 
diluted (1:1, 1:10, 1:100) while all other samples were diluted to 1:10 so their values fell within the 
range of the standard curve.  For the PCR reaction, 2 µl of the standard curve cDNA dilutions and 
the unknown samples were mixed with 2 µl of nucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs), Hot-start Taq 
polymerase, reaction buffer and SYBR Green I dye (LightCycler DNA Master SYBR Green I kit; 
Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) and placed into individual LightCycler glass 
capillaries. The reactions were supplemented with 3 or 4 mM Mg2+ (depending on the primer) and 
0.5 µM of each gene-specific primer (forward and reverse).  Reaction mixtures were brought to 20 
µl with sterile water and capillaries were sealed. Forty-five cycles of PCR reaction (10 s 
denaturation at 95°; 10 s annealing at 60°; and 20 s extension at 72°) were run with automatic 
fluorescence emission monitoring following each PCR cycle.  Melting curve analysis was 
performed after the completion of cycling to control for the specificity of the PCR products in that 
given PCR run.  Melting curves with a single peak temperature were considered specific while all 
others were excluded.  In addition, samples with irregular fluorescence curves were also excluded 
since this indicated a problem with the reaction or reagents.  Examples of fluorescence and melting 
curves of from the LightCycler system can be found in Figure 6A and 6D of Kovacs et al., (2002).

Normalization to reference genes (18S method)

All samples were run in duplicate since a pilot study indicated the relative variation that could be 
expected from instrumentation, primer efficiency and sample preparation.  Duplicates with larger 
variation than the expected were repeated so the expression amount would then be determined from 
four values.  Calculation of the crossing point for each sample using the LightCycler data analysis 
software was performed as discussed previously (Kovacs et al., 2002) and a mean of the replicate 
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values was used for the subsequent calculations.  For each brain area, expression levels of the 
reference gene ribosomal 18S were determined to establish a baseline expression level for each 
sample.  Then, values for the target genes studied were normalized to that 18S value.  

Analysis of the effects of MS on gene expression (Paper II)

Due to the limited capacity of the LightCycler system (32 capillaries per run), analysis occurred 
over two separate runs.  A sample from the MS15 group was arbitrarily chosen for the standard 
curve and MS360 vs MS15 was run first followed by MS15 vs AFR (the same MS15 samples).  For 
relative quantification, the normalized expression values for MS360 and AFR were divided by the 
mean of the MS15 group that they were run with.  This resulted in values of 100% for the MS15 
groups and ‘% of MS15’ values for the other two groups.  Since there was no statistical difference 
between the two MS15 groups (data not shown), the mean of the two was placed together with 
MS360 and AFR groups in the same figure.  Differences in the groups were analyzed using a 1-way 
ANOVA (GraphPad Prism v4, GraphPad Software, CA, USA) followed by the post-hoc Dunnett’s 
Multiple Comparison test to compare MS360 and AFR values individually back to the MS15 
‘control’ value.  This comparison was only performed when the ANOVA main effect was significant 
(p < 0.05).

qPCR using the BioRad iCycler (Paper III and IV)

Sample collection

After a 20-day washout period which contained no operant training, rats were briefly anaesthetized 
in a 75% carbon dioxide mixture and decapitated.  Brains were placed in a chilled brain matrix 
(Activational System) and dissected (both sides) according to the following scheme: Prefrontal 
cortex (PFC) = all cortical areas anterior to bregma +4.2 mm; hippocampus (HC) = portion from 
bregma -4 to -5.5 mm; amygdala (AM) = from bregma -2 to -3 mm (based on Paxinos and Watson 
(1997) atlas plates).  Brain regions were carefully dissected according to the brain atlas from 
adjacent coronal slices using the same procedure as Lindblom et al., (2006).  Dissected tissue was 
kept on a dry ice block during dissection and was then transferred to RNALater (Ambion Inc.) 
where it was stored at –20°C.

RNA extraction

RNA was isolated using the TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions.  RNA samples were then treated with 1 µl DNase (Roche Diagnostics) (minimum 3hr 
at 37ºC followed by inactivation at 75ºC for 15 min) to remove any contaminating genomic DNA.  
Lack of DNA was verified by running a PCR of each sample and running a gel.  RNA 
concentrations were then determined using a Nanodrop 3000 instrument (Nanodrop Technologies).  

cDNA synthesis

cDNA was synthesized using 5 µg RNA according to concentration measured above with a 
mastermix consisting of 1×M-MLV RT reaction buffer, 0.5 mM dNTP, Random Hexamers and 10 
units/µl M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase (Amersham Biosciences) with incubation of 1 hr at 37ºC 
plus 15 min at 95ºC.  A PCR was again performed to verify that cDNA was present in each sample.  
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Primer design

Primer sequences used in Paper III and IV are presented in Table 1 of Paper III.  Primers were 
designed with Beacon Designer 2.1 (Premier Biosoft) using sequences for specific mRNA (obtained 
via the ‘Nucleotide’ database of NCBI).  Primer parameters were set to 18-22 nucleotides in length, 
product size 70-100 base pairs and melting point 55-60ºC.  The specificity of both forward and 
reverse primers was verified in a BLAST search to ensure that the primer will only bind to the 
mRNA of interest.  

qPCR on the iCycler
 
qPCR was performed using the iCycler real-time detection instrument (Bio-Rad Laboratories).  
Each 96-well plate contained a standard curve (run in triplicates) with 1:1, 1:10, 1:100 and 1:1000 
dilutions of the standard for each brain area.  The standard was a pool of equal amounts of 4 
randomly chosen samples (together a cDNA concentration of approximately 4 ng/µl) to ensure that 
all unknowns would fall within the standard curve.  A mastermix was prepared with the final 
concentration: 1×PCR buffer, 4mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM dNTP, 0.8 µM primer mix, SYBR-green 
(1:50000) and 0.02 units/µl Taq polymerase (Invitrogen).  cDNA unknowns (25ng) then brought the 
reaction volume up to the total of 25 µl.  Each plate also included negative controls with water 
instead of cDNA samples.  Primers were all optimized to run on a standard protocol (annealing 
temperature 62ºC, 50 cycles) which was followed by a melting curve analysis to verify that only 
one product was formed at the expected melting temperature.

Normalization to reference genes (GeNorm protocol)

Since no single gene is equally expressed in a given tissue (Vandesompele et al., 2002), it is no 
longer acceptable to use one reference gene to normalize samples in a qPCR experiment.  For Paper 
III and IV, seven reference genes were run for each brain structure.  A normalization factor was 
calculated using the GeNorm protocol discussed in Vandesompele et al. (2002) as described and 
used in Lindblom et al. (2006).  Briefly, expression of all samples is included for the 7 reference 
genes and the GeNorm macro calculates the variability of each gene.  Through iterative methods, 
the variation for each region in total is calculated with inclusion of increasingly more reference 
genes.  This variability value decreases upon inclusion of more reference genes up until a certain 
point.  For some regions, inclusion of too many reference genes will again increase the variability.  
Therefore, the number of reference genes needed to estimate expression in that brain region is the 
number such that inclusion of additional genes will increase variability again.  With this number, 
GeNorm excludes the least variable reference genes until you reach the number of genes which give 
the best estimate.  Then it calculates a Normalization Factor which is the value that each subsequent 
mRNA expression value is divided by.  To simplify presentation of the results, all gene expression 
data was normalized to the maximum expression value for that gene since this produces values 
between 0 and 1.  

Analysis of the correlation of gene expression to alcohol consumption (Paper III)
 
To determine whether mRNA expression in the prefrontal cortex, hippocampus and amygdala was 
correlated to individual alcohol consumption, a correlation analysis was performed.  Sixteen rats 
were trained and given 3 days to respond for 5% ethanol/0.2% saccharin (as described above).  The 
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behavioural variable ‘Alcohol Consumption’ was calculated from the total number of deliveries 
earned by the individual in the 30 minute self-administration session.  The number of deliveries was 
then converted to grams of ethanol and divided by the individual’s weight to give the consumption 
units of g/kg most commonly seen in alcohol literature.  The estimation of chronic alcohol 
consumption was obtained by the mean of Day 2 and 3 of alcohol exposure (Day 8 and 9 of 
training) based on the estimation study described previously.  To examine if a correlation existed 
between this Alcohol Consumption variable and gene expression, a non-parametric Spearman 
correlation was performed with significance level set to p=0.05.  In order to assess the specificity of 
these correlations to alcohol, saccharin consumption (mean of Day 5 and 6 of training) was also 
correlated to gene expression with the non-parametric Spearman correlation.  Correlations 
significant for both alcohol and saccharin were designated as ‘reward-relevant’ rather than alcohol 
specific.

To examine whether the 9-day training procedure alone affected gene expression, two groups of 
n=7 rats each were trained.  The Alcohol group went through the 3-day training protocol described 
previously while the Control group was only placed in the operant chambers during the 9 days 
without exposure to any fluid.  Samples were collected after a 20-day washout and qPCR was 
performed as described above.  To compare gene expression between the two groups, a 2-tailed t-
test was performed with significance level of p=0.05.  As an additional control for the effects of 
training on gene expression, additional rats from the correlation study above were compared.  Rats 
which did not acquire the lever pressing did not have any exposure to saccharin or ethanol while 
those that did learn had a higher exposure.  Therefore, these 2 groups were compared (using a 2-
tailed t-test) for genes with a significant correlation to Alcohol Consumption.  

Comparison of High and Low Consumers (Paper IV)

Sixteen rats were trained for 9-days with 3 days of response for 5% ethanol/0.2% saccharin as 
discussed previously.  On the 10th day, locomotor activity was tested in a novel open field as 
described above.  Brains were collected after a 20-day washout period and qPCR was performed as 
previously described.  Based on the behaviour, rats were divided into 2 groups; High Consumers 
and Low Consumers.  Individuals with an active lever press response of less than 5 (on Day 4, 5 or 
6) were classified as Low Consumers.  Individuals with an active lever press response greater than 
25 on those same days were classified as High Consumers.  Response on Day 2 and 3 was not 
considered since animals were experiencing water deprivation at this time.  Additionally, Low 
Consumers were subdivided into Low-Lever (those which knew that the lever produced a reward) 
and Low-Non-Lever (those that did not connect lever pressing with reward).  First, gene expression 
of the groups ‘High vs Low Consumers’ and ‘High vs Low-Lever vs Low-Non-Lever Consumers’ 
were compared with a 2-way ANOVA (significance level p=0.05) followed by a Bonferroni post-
hoc test.  If the ANOVA was significant, principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using 
the online NIA Array Analysis Tool from the National Institute on Aging (Sharov et al., 2005) with 
link of http://lgsun.grc.nia.nih.gov/ANOVA/ and some changes to the default parameters.  Under 
the PCA parameters options, correlation matrix was chosen as ‘Matrix type for PCA’, ‘Fold change 
threshold for clusters’ was set to 1.5 fold due to the high sensitivity of qPCR and all genes were 
included under ‘Genes to analyze’.  Principal component analysis identifies which clusters of genes 
account for the difference in expression between the groups since it was highly unlikely that a 
difference in a single gene would produce the difference for such a complex behaviour.
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Results and Discussion

Oral self-administration of ethanol

The first part of this thesis involved establishing the method of oral self-administration of ethanol in 
rats.  First, it was important to use a method that would teach a majority of rats the lever press 
response without the need for forced administration or long pre-treatment periods.  We decided to 
use a short 3-day procedure with periods of water deprivation.  The first day, thirsty rats entered the 
operant chamber where they received a ‘free delivery’ of 0.2% saccharin every minute regardless of 
their behaviour.  This shaped approach to the central receptacle where the animal would receive 
fluids and also provided the chance to consume enough saccharin to feel the positive reinforcing 
effects of this.  On the 2nd day, a small volume of 0.2% saccharin was left remaining in the cup to 
remind the animal of the positive reinforcing effects of the fluid.  The combination of thirst and 
remembrance of the saccharin from the day before led the majority of rats to acquire the lever press 
response and earn fluid.  The ability of rats to learn to perform operant responses for reward was 
discovered by B.F. Skinner (1938) and the ability of rats to learn this on their second exposure to 
the operant chamber is an illustration of the ease of the use of rodents in self-administration studies.

Available studies have used a wide variation in concentrations of ethanol for self-administration.  
Most laboratories use a concentration of ethanol around 10% but this is by no means a standard 
choice since other concentrations may suit specific requirements in the experiment more adequately.  
In this thesis, we wanted to achieve a fairly high rate of responding.  To accomplish this, 5% (w/v) 
was used since animals typically responded around 100 times over the session and consumed about 
10 ml of fluid.  Higher concentrations of ethanol decrease self-administration so a doubling to 10% 
(w/v) would half the number of responses per session.  With fewer lever presses, the method loses 
sensitivity since all manipulations may cease pressing entirely if the basal response is too low.  
Therefore, 5% (w/v) and around 100 presses was considered optimal for sensitive detection of both 
an increase or decrease in lever press response.  

Figure 4: A) Consumption remains stable at just below 1 g/kg/day ethanol throughout 
training.  B) Animals consistently chose the active lever (producing alcohol delivery) 
rather than the inactive lever (water).
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Figure 4B illustrates the cumulative response curve of an individual trained to self-administer 5% 
(w/v) alcohol/0.2% saccharin.  Response on the active lever (which results in ethanol delivery) 
increases steadily over the session while inactive lever press response (producing water delivery) 
remains low throughout the session, indicating that the lever pressing is motivated towards 
obtaining ethanol.  The final point on the graph indicates the total number of responses for the 30-
minute session. Typically, most of the response is observed during the first 15 minutes of the 
session.  Then, when response has ceased, the cumulative response curve becomes horizontal since 
there is no further increase in active lever pressing (y-axis).

Verification and blood alcohol levels

Since the ethanol earned following a lever press response is delivered to a drinking cup, it is 
important to verify that the animal has actually consumed it.  For example, there is a chance that 
some fluid could have been spilled into the bedding under the bars in the operant chamber or that 
the pump did not deliver equal amounts.  To verify that the animals consumed the alcohol they 
earned, blood alcohol level (BAL) was measured.  Forty-five minutes after the first drink, rats had 
an average BAL of 34.4±3.7 mg/dl, 7.5 mM or 0.33‰.  This BAL correlated significantly to the 
amount the individual earned through self-administration (Paper I, Figure 3A, Pearson correlation, 
r=0.89 (p<0.0001)).  Since this correlation was so strong, it was possible to conclude that the 
animals did, in fact, drink the ethanol earned.  Based on this, it was sufficient to visually inspect 
drinking cups at the end of the session to see if any fluid remained.  There was never any fluid 
remaining on the alcohol side but sometimes water remained during the free choice-alcohol/water 
period.  This is again a control indicating the individual’s preference for ethanol.

To control for the factor of consistent delivery of fluid volumes, the same delivery syringe was used 
on the pump throughout the experiment.  Therefore, any minor differences in syringe delivery 
efficiency were consistent for that individual.  All analysis was repeated-measures such that the 
experimental effect was determined within-subject which controls for the slight differences in 
pumps for each chamber.  Additionally, all tubing was cleaned and flushed before each session so 
any leaks could be discovered and corrected immediately.

Estimation of chronic alcohol consumption (Paper III)

For Paper III, it was necessary to estimate an individuals level of alcohol consumption after chronic 
exposure while minimizing the number of training days.  Consumption over training is shown in 
Figure 4A and this curve was representative for all experiments.  The best estimate of consumption 
was given by the mean of consumption on Day 2 and 3 of alcohol exposure since this was strongly 
correlated to the amount earned on Day 20 (Figure 5B, r=0.755; p=0.0046).  Therefore, it was 
possible to estimate consumption levels with this model of self-administration and the stable 
response pattern it provided throughout training.
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Figure 5: A) Number of deliveries earned for the initial phases of training.  The 
significant drop on Alcohol Day 1 is attributed to the novel and initially aversive taste of 
ethanol.  B) The consumption of alcohol for the average of Alcohol Day 2/3 correlated 
with consumption on Day 20, thus providing an estimate of alcohol consumption. 
(Reproduced with permission from Elsevier)

Section conclusions

The model of oral self-administration of ethanol in Wistar rats was adequate and reliable enough to 
allow the behavioural experiments in this thesis.  Rats consumed the ethanol they earned (as 
illustrated by measurement of blood alcohol levels) and the repeated-measures design of the 
experiments controlled for any difference in the operant chambers and drug delivery system.  
Finally, it was possible to predict individual level of alcohol consumption with only 3 days of 
alcohol exposure which therefore provided the necessary background for Paper III.

The dilemma of saccharin (Paper I, III and IV)

One of the major problems with oral self-administration of ethanol is that rodents do not have the 
initial tendency to consume solutions containing only ethanol due to the aversive taste (Linseman, 
1987).  This aversion can be overcome by prolonged food or water deprivation (Linseman, 1987) or 
by forced administration of pure ethanol by injection, gavage to the stomach or by providing 
ethanol as the only fluid available to the rat.  But these drastic methods can be expected to alter the 
amount of alcohol consumed and raises the question of whether the individual is self-administering 
the ethanol for reinforcement or because it was forced to.  A more mild method involves providing 
one or more, ethanol-containing bottles in the homecage in addition to the water bottle (Linseman, 
1987; June et al., 1994).  Animals are housed alone in the cage and consumption is determined by 
weighing the bottles after a period of time.  The main disadvantage of the 2-bottle choice method is 
the loss of information about consumption immediately following an experimental manipulation.  
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For example, Paper I could never have been performed with this method since the effect was time 
critical and would have been diluted among the rest of the consumption for that day.  

Many groups sweeten the ethanol solution to mask the aversive taste of ethanol and the sucrose-
fading procedure was first described by Samson (1986).  Initially, sucrose was used but this is 
caloric and may also slow the absorption of ethanol (Matthews et al., 2001).  Therefore, the non-
caloric sweetener saccharin is preferred.  Normally, saccharin is faded out over the training period 
and a typical training schedule is shown in Heyser et al. (1997).  

Finally, an ideal solution to the taste aversion issue has been used by McGregor (McGregor et al., 
1999; Gallate & McGregor, 1999; Gallate et al., 1999).  The use of beer overcomes the aversion 
since rats naturally consume beer without any pre-exposure (McGregor & Gallate, 2004).  By using 
a low-alcohol beer (called ‘near-beer’) and second solution with pure alcohol added to the ‘near-
beer’, one can control for the confounding factor of the taste of the beer and also maintain high 
rates of self-administration throughout training.  However, there are practical problems with using 
beer in research and it may be difficult to acquire ethical approval for this despite clear advantages 
over the use of saccharin or pure ethanol solutions with long pre-exposure periods.

Stable operant performance and preference for alcohol

In this thesis, 0.2% saccharin was left in the solution throughout all training.  Initially, the saccharin 
fade-out procedure of Heyser et al. (1997) was attempted but this did not result in a stable self-
administration amount.  Many individuals did not consume the 5% ethanol solution or did so in 
bouts of high consumption followed by avoidance and again by high consumption.  This fluctuation 
made it very difficult to achieve a stable consumption amount for testing and easily doubled the 
pre-training time of each experiment (would need at least 2 months instead of 1 month).  Leaving 
0.2% saccharin in the solution throughout training, however, produced a very stable and reliable 
self-administration behaviour right from initial exposure (Figure 4A).  Wistar rats consumed an 
average of 1 g/kg ethanol over the majority of the training period which is actually higher than that 
of Heyser et al. (1997).  In addition, this level of consumption under the light period (when the 
animal should be asleep) is very adequate for behavioural pharmacology experiments, considering 
the results of Heyser et al. (1997) are from the dark period.  This approach has also been 
successfully used for pharmacology studies (Kuzmin et al., 2006) which indicates the validity of the 
use of alcohol/saccharin.

However, it can still be questioned whether rats were drinking for the sweet taste of the solution or 
the ethanol itself.  To assess this (Paper I), rats given 20 days of access to 5% ethanol/0.2% 
saccharin were given a free choice between the alcohol mixture and a solution of 0.2% saccharin 
alone.  These rats preferred the solution containing ethanol since they pressed the ethanol lever 
significantly more (Paper I, Figure 1,  F(1,41)=70.65; p<0.0001) than the lever giving saccharin 
alone.
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Overcoming the saccharin issue

Paper I

The example mentioned previously illustrates the potential role of taste in Paper I.  After the initial 
20 days of exposure, rats could be expected to be responding to earn ethanol (Paper I, Figure 1) 
rather than a sweet taste.  Therefore, tests of the effects of a 5-minute delay in these animals are 
ethanol-specific.

Paper III

The confounding factor of saccharin taste is most present in Paper III.  By only giving the animals 3 
days of ethanol exposure, it is difficult to know whether the animal’s behaviour is guided by the 
taste of saccharin.  It is known that the amount of alcohol self-administered is the same at the 
beginning and the end of training (Figure 4A).  And it has also been observed that consumption 
always decreases on the day that ethanol is added to the 0.2% saccharin solution which indicates 
that the animal recognizes the presence of alcohol in the solution (Figure 5A).  Despite this, 
consumption increases from Day 2 and quickly reaches a consistent amount for each individual.  
This amount is not always correlated with the amount of saccharin consumed prior to alcohol 
introduction.  However, to control for potential saccharin confounders, gene expression levels were 
correlated to the mean amount of saccharin consumed on Day 5 and 6 since this represented the 
stable level of saccharin consumption.  Genes that were correlated to both saccharin and alcohol 
were therefore labeled ‘basic reward genes’ since they may not be ethanol-specific.

Paper IV

In Paper IV, the groups High and Low Consumers were divided based on lever press response for 
saccharin or ethanol.  The division of ‘press’ vs ‘press infrequently’ was the same for either 
saccharin or ethanol + saccharin so this did not confound the designation of High vs Low 
Consumers.  Instead, the focus of Paper IV was on the acquisition of a lever press response.  
Therefore, the use of saccharin did not confound the results in Paper IV.  

Section conclusions

The initial and inherent avoidance of pure ethanol solutions by rats makes oral ethanol self-
administration a challenge.  Use of forced exposure or long pre-administration periods adds months 
to the training procedure and may change the reason why the individual is consuming ethanol.  In 
these experiments, 0.2% saccharin was included in the 5% ethanol solution because it provided a 
stable, reliable and reproducible behaviour in Wistar rats.  Finally, it was possible to control for the 
confounding factors of taste in the papers.  

Effect of alcohol-associated context on self-administration (Paper I)

Time and specificity of the effect

To assess the effect of different delay periods, rats were exposed to 5, 10 or 15 minutes of delay in 
alcohol-associated context.  Rats subjected to a 5-minute delay pressed the active lever significantly 
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more than the Baseline response of the previous day (Paper I, Figure 2A; F(1,47)=36.07; 
p<0.0001).  However, there was no significant difference in response after a 10- or 15-minute delay 
period (Paper I, Figure 2B, F(1,35)=2.17; p=0.15 and Paper I, Figure 2C, F(1,23)=0.91; p=0.35, 
respectively).  Additionally, BAL was measured in rats 45 minutes after the delay period and 5-
minute delay rats had significantly higher BAL compared to controls (41.1±6.0 mg/dl, 8.9 mM or 
0.39‰; Paper I, Figure 3B, one-tailed t-test; p=0.04, n=17), indicating that the 5-minute delay, in 
fact, increases alcohol self-administration and not just lever press response.  The specificity of this 
effect to alcohol-associated context was also tested.  If rats were exposed to a 5-minute delay in a 
novel environment, a decrease in lever press response was observed compared to Baseline (Paper I, 
Figure 4, F(1,35)=71.71; p<0.0001).

Results indicated that the longer the delay period, the less likely the rat will increase its alcohol self-
administration.  This model is very time-sensitive since delays over 5 minutes did not change 
alcohol consumption.  Therefore, it is important to optimize the delay length if this model were 
used in another rat strain (e.g Sprague-Dawley or Long-Evans rats).  In Paper I, we discussed that 
the lack of effect at 10- or 15-minute delay periods could be due to extinction of the association 
between transport to the room and alcohol consumption that day.  After training for such a 
prolonged period, rats often run to the front of the cage when it is put down next to the operant 
boxes.  If they are not picked up and removed, a typical response is to explore the cage and then 
sleep in the corner.  After 10 or 15 minutes of waiting without being removed, the rat sleeping in the 
corner does not appear all that interested in self-administration compared to when the cage was first 
brought into the room.  The presence of the alcohol-associated context seems to trigger some type 
of anticipation for the operant boxes and alcohol presentation.  But this anticipation was very time-
dependent and seemed to produce a qualitative change in behaviour which was difficult to measure 
quantitatively.

Motivational effects

Based on theories and the work of Krank (1989), exposure to cues/context paired with ethanol 
administration initiates a state that commences alcohol seeking.  There is also the discussion that 
repeated conditioning changes the aversive and reinforcing properties of alcohol which could 
increase motivation to self-administer (Krank & O’Neill, 2002).  Therefore, as a preliminary 
extension to Paper I, the effect of the 5-minute delay on motivation was measured by training rats to 
respond on a progressive ratio (PR) schedule of reinforcement.  For PR training, we used the 
equation of McGregor et al. (1999) which commences at FR3 (1 delivery requires 3 lever presses) 
and gradually increases over the session.  The breakpoints in this experiment were lower than 
McGregor et al. (1999) or Gallate and McGregor (1999) and this is likely due to their use of the 
more palatable beer solution and a lick-based operant procedure instead of one requiring lever 
pressing.  Figure 6A illustrates the change in consumption upon introduction of the PR schedule 
after the initial FR1 training (F6,77 =13.10; p<0.0001).  No differences were observed between Day 
23 and Day 24 (p>0.05) or PR1 (1st day on PR) and PR Baseline (the day before 5-minute delay 
testing, p>0.05).  However, rats consumed significantly less ethanol on the PR schedule compared 
to FR1 (p<0.001).  The active lever press response varied significantly over the three test schedules 
(Figure 7B: Schedule factor: F(2,20)=15.49; p<0.0001) with significantly less pressing on the FR1 
schedule compared to PR Baseline (p<0.05 at time 20 and 25 minutes) but no difference between 
PR Baseline and PR + delay (p>0.05).  Overall, rats displayed an increased lever press response on 
the PR schedule compared to FR1 but earned significantly less alcohol. 
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Figure 6: A) Ethanol consumption decreased upon introduction of the progressive ratio 
schedule of reinforcement.  B) Breakpoint measures did not differ between PR 
Baseline and PR+Delay groups.

When response on the PR was stable (PR Baseline), rats were subjected to the 5-minute delay in 
alcohol-associated context used in Paper I.  To our surprise, there was very little change in response 
on the PR schedule after this 5-minute delay (Figure 7B).  With respect to breakpoint, there was no 
significant difference in the maximum number of deliveries earned after 5-minute delay when 
compared to the baseline measure of the previous day (Figure 6B: p=0.17).  There was also no 
difference in the maximum FR response requirement (Figure 6B: p=0.25).  One potential factor that 
could have masked the effect of the 5-minute delay was that rats reached a ceiling effect in terms of 
the number of times they could press the lever.  This is, in fact, one of the reasons McGregor et al. 
(1999) use a lick-based procedure.  However, we extended the session length to 90 minutes to give 
more time for the animal to respond.  Secondly, we have shown that Wistar rats are capable of 
responding up to 200 times within 30 minutes (Figure 5 and 6 in Paper I) so it seems unlikely that a 
ceiling effect could explain the lack of difference seen with the 5-minute delay.  Another 
explanation could be that the low concentration of ethanol (5% w/v) did not have a high enough 
reinforcing efficacy to sustain a higher response and increase the breakpoint (Richardson and 
Roberts, 1996; Stafford et al., 1998).  Responding on a PR schedule for 1.5 mg/kg injections of 
cocaine sustains a breakpoint of 92 (Markou et al., 1993), which is considerably higher than the 
breakpoint of 6 observed in this study.  A last reason could be due to response extinction.  In the 
later phase of the PR session, response is often not rewarded even after many lever presses so the 
animal may learn that lever pressing no longer results in reward (Richardson and Roberts, 1996).  
However, since rats were given several days of training on the PR schedule and the increase of the 
PR curve is very gradual (breakpoint only required 6 presses), it is unlikely that extinction of 
response played a large role in the current observation.
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Analysis of the total response suggested that the 5-minute delay had no effect on PR response and 
therefore no effect on the motivation of the individual to consume alcohol.  However, analysis of 
the time course of the responding did reveal a difference.  The point at which the animal stopped 
responding (Time of Response Cessation) was significantly earlier for rats exposed to the 5-minute 
delay compared to the baseline response (p<0.01; Figure 7A).  Therefore, the response to the 5-
minute delay was to consume the same amount of alcohol (Baseline amount) but in less time, 
hence, an increased rate of self-administration.  To assess the specificity of the time of response 
cessation variable, this was analyzed for the switch from FR1 to PR schedule and no change was 
observed for this variable (p>0.05; Figure 7A).  Therefore, exposure to the 5-minute delay in 
alcohol access induced rats to consume the same amount of alcohol in less time (15 vs 25 minutes).  
This behaviour could resemble stress-induced alcohol consumption in humans (Adinoff et al., 1998; 
Kreek and Koob, 1998; Le et al., 1998).  

Figure 7: A) The 5-minute delay significantly decreased the time of response cessation 
compared to PR Baseline which indicates a consumption of alcohol at a faster rate.  B) 
No effect of the 5-minute delay on lever press response was observed. 

The reason for the discrepancy between the response to the 5-minute delay on the FR1 and PR 
schedules is unclear.  It is not, however, universal that an increase in response on FR1 will 
correspond to an increase in breakpoint on a PR schedule (Richardson and Roberts, 1996) and there 
are several examples of discrepancies between FR1 and PR in studies of cocaine self-
administration.  For example, infusion of the D1 antagonist SCH23390 into the striatum increases 
response for cocaine under an FR1 schedule but does not change the breakpoint on a PR schedule 
(McGregor and Roberts, 1995).  Additionally, infusion of the non-selective dopamine antagonist 
haloperidol increases the number of infusions of cocaine earned on an FR1 schedule but the same 
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dose decreases breakpoint on a PR schedule (Richardson et al., 1994).  With respect to ethanol, 
SR-141716A dose-dependently decreases response for 10% ethanol on both FR1 and PR schedules 
(Economidou et al., 2006).  However, our 5-minute delay does not involve any injection of fluid or 
pharmacological agents so one cannot directly compare the two effects.  

Other factors and the response to the 5-minute delay

Based on the time-course and sensitivity of the 5-minute delay effect, we hypothesized that this 
response could involve stress.  The novel and unpredictable nature of the 5-minute delay procedure 
could be considered a psychological stress (Piazza and Le Moal, 1998) or a processive/limbic stress 
(Herman and Cullinan, 1997) since the stressor (the delay) is not producing any immediate physical 
threat to the animal but rather becomes stressful due to the interruption of the expected exposure to 
the operant chamber.  It is known that processive or psychological stressors change drug self-
administration as effectively as physical stressors (for review Pohorecky, 1990).  However, 
assessment of whether the 5-minute delay induces stress is technically challenging.  One can 
measure the basal levels of the stress hormone corticosterone in the blood but this only provides an 
index of the level for that individual.  To assess the change in corticosterone levels as a result of the 
5-minute delay, one would require a blood sample before the animal leaves the animal facility, one 
immediately prior to the 5-minute delay and a third after the delay period.  This procedure would 
then add a confounder of the stress from actually taking 3 blood samples during the same hour and 
may mask the effect entirely.  The rapid time course of the delay effect suggests a potential role for 
noradrenaline since this is rapidly released in the brain and does not require HPA axis activation, 
synthesis or transport via peripheral circulation to exert its effects (Sapolsky et al., 2000).  
Therefore, it could be useful to study noradrenaline release using microdialysis due to the induction 
of noradrenaline release by stressful stimuli via the locus ceruleus (Sved et al., 2002; Berridge & 
Waterhouse, 2003) or the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (Pacak et al., 1995).

Before undertaking any of these experiments, a preliminary study was performed to see whether the 
individual response to the 5-minute delay correlated with an individual’s response to stress.  A 
subcutaneous injection of saline significantly increased active lever response for alcohol compared 
to Baseline (main effect F(1,13)=37.6; p<0.0001 and interaction: F(13,169)=2.02; p=0.08)(Figure 
8A) as can be observed in the Saline group of Figure 6 in Paper I.  Before this injection, the same 
rats were subjected to the 5-minute delay.  A Context Ratio was calculated by dividing the response 
on the day of the delay by the Baseline response and an Injection Ratio was calculated similarly.  
There was a strong and significant negative correlation (r = -0.67; p=0.048) between the Injection 
Ratio and the Context Ratio (Figure 8B).  This indicated that rats which increased alcohol self-
administration the most following injection showed less response to the 5-minute delay.  
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Figure 8: A) Saline injection significantly increased active lever press response.  B) A 
negative correlation was found between injection and the response to the 5-minute 
delay.

The problem with using a subcutaneous injection to correlate to the 5-minute delay response is the 
difference in type of stressor.  A subcutaneous injection of saline presents no immediate physical 
danger for the animal but the novelty of handling and the feel of the needle could be perceived more 
like a physical danger.  A subcutaneous injection is milder than an intraperitoneal injection, physical 
restraint or foot shock but the fluid volume itself may upset physiological homeostasis temporarily 
(Pohorecky, 1990).  It is difficult to classify stressors (Dayas et al., 2001) but injection seems to 
share more in common with a physical stressor than a psychological stressor.  Much evidence 
suggests that the brain responds to classes of stressors differently (Dayas et al., 2001; Pijlman et al., 
2003; Day et al., 2004).  The effect of delay or injection may therefore be the net output of two 
different stress response mechanisms.  Stressors induce noradrenaline release immediately while 
activation of the HPA axis and corticosterone synthesis is delayed (Herman and Cullinan, 1997).  In 
particular, noradrenaline is released in the prefrontal cortex after a stressor (Feenstra, 2000) but 
there is also evidence of a co-release of noradrenaline and dopamine in the prefrontal cortex 
(Devoto et al., 2001) and it is this dopamine release that may be important for the 5-minute delay 
and anticipation for alcohol.  Overall, these preliminary results support the hypothesis that stress 
could play a role in the 5-minute delay observations but many more studies are required to identify 
the precise role of stress on the individual level.

Interestingly, a change in ethanol response after stress depends on basal consumption since high 
consumers decrease response after restraint stress and vice versa (Pohorecky, 1990).  Although we 
did not find any correlation of the response to the 5-minute delay with basal consumption, it does 
suggest the importance of looking at the individual level.

Comparison with past research

It is difficult to place the results of the 5-minute delay within past research since very little has been 
performed in this area.  However, two different groups have performed similar studies.  Krank 
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explored the role of conditional stimuli in alcohol consumption based on the compensatory response 
theories of Siegel in the early 1980s.  In Krank (1989), ethanol was gastrically infused in rats and 
this was either paired or unpaired with an ‘ethanol self-administration room’.  Subsequently, rats 
were allowed to consume ethanol in this ‘ethanol room’ and it was observed that rats infused in that 
environment consumed significantly more than rats pre-treated with ethanol in their homecage.  The 
effect of conditioned cues was interpreted as an enhanced reinforcement value of ethanol or 
increased motivation rather than an adaptation to the aversive taste of ethanol.  In a recent follow-up 
study, Krank and O’Neill (2002) demonstrate similar results using operant self-administration.  
Gastric infusion of ethanol in the operant box subsequently increased lever pressing during the 
acquisition phase of alcohol self-administration when compared to rats receiving alcohol in their 
homecage.  These studies clearly indicate that the context associated with ethanol administration 
(and even the routine of transport) is important in triggering self-administration behaviour in the 
early stages of training.  Paper I illustrates that it is possible to increase self-administration further 
by disrupting the expected routine in rats with identical context/ethanol pairing.

A second and very recent set of experiments have been performed at the laboratory of Dr. PH Janak 
which sound identical to Paper I except for the application of context to the extinction-reinstatement 
model.  A distinct Context A was paired with acquisition of ethanol self-administration while 
extinction occurred in Context B (Zironi et al., 2006).  Exposure to Context A induced reinstatement 
of lever press response while exposure to novel Context C did not.  Finally, reinstatement from 
Context A was persistent when tested 14 and 21 days after initial testing.  In a second paper, 
naltrexone was used to block the Context A-induced reinstatement of active lever pressing 
(Burattini et al., 2006).  Therefore, these studies support all aspects of Paper I but apply it to the 
extinction-reinstatement paradigm in which effects are independent of the pharmacological effects 
of alcohol.

Mechanism of the 5-minute delay

Based on the previously mentioned studies, it is possible to hypothesize about the mechanism 
underlying this 5-minute delay effect and suggest possible future directions of research to decipher 
this mechanism.  Ethanol induces dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens of rats (Di Chiara and 
Imperato, 1986) but less is known about release in the prefrontal cortex (PFC).  However, the work 
of Devoto et al (2001, 2002) illustrates that dopamine is actually co-released with noradrenaline 
from noradrenergic neurons and that this extra component of dopamine release can mask that 
released via the dopaminergic neurons projecting from the ventral tegmental area.  Furthermore, 
activation of locus ceruleus noradrenergic neurons induces noradrenaline and dopamine release in 
the mPFC (Devoto et al., 2005).  It is also known that locus ceruleus neurons can be stimulated by 
environmental cues (Aston-Jones & Bloom, 1981) and that restraint stress induces c-fos expression 
in the mPFC which is an indication of neuronal activation (Ostrander et al., 2003).  Anticipation of 
ethanol induces dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens (Weiss et al., 1993) and this is 
particularly evident for alcohol-preferring P rats (Katner et al., 1996).  During a 10 minute 
anticipation period, Melendez et al. (2002) observed a clear increase in dopamine release in the 
nucleus accumbens of alcohol-preferring P rats.  However, less is known about anticipation-induced 
dopamine release in the PFC and this is also likely complicated by noradrenaline release.  However, 
placement of alcohol-experienced rats in an operant chamber without ethanol access induces c-fos 
expression in the prelimbic cortex (Topple et al., 1998) which again alludes to the activation of the 
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PFC under anticipation.  As such, evidence suggests a role for the PFC in drug effects, anticipation, 
cues and stress.

In our experiment, the routine of transport and context of the self-administration environment is 
repeatedly paired to ethanol presentation and consumption.  At the point of 5-minute delay in our 
study, rats remained in their homecage next to their operant boxes and could be expected to sense 
the olfactory cues of the operant box and also the priming amount of alcohol waiting in the central 
receptacle at the start of every session.  Thus, individuals were presented with alcohol-associated 
cues but yet alcohol was unavailable at this 5-minute delay occasion.  In the clinical study of 
MacKillop and Lisman (2005), this same situation induced the report of craving in heavy drinkers.  
We propose that rats experiencing a 5 minute delay have anticipatory dopamine release due to their 
expectation of the operant training.  Additionally, the unexpected delay is a stress which contributes 
to additional dopamine and noradrenaline release in the PFC.  The interaction of these would then 
alter the excitability of the PFC and, according to Paper III, change the amount of ethanol an 
individual consumes.   This hypothesis could be tested via several types of experiments.  First, a 
replication of the brain activation study by Topple et al (1998) would verify the activation of the 
PFC by the 5-minute delay.  Therefore, differential expression of c-fos in a 5-minute delay + self-
administration group compared to a self-administration alone group would verify activation of the 
PFC.  A second experiment would be to measure dopamine or noradrenaline release in the PFC 
during the 5-minute delay period and the subsequent self-administration session.  While this would 
be technically challenging and would require a sampling period of 5 minutes instead of the usual 20 
minutes (Kosowski et al., 2004), it would describe the time course of events that might mediate the 
behavioural response of the 5-minute delay.  Finally, reversible lesions of various brain regions (e.g. 
LC, BNST, amygdala, PFC) could be used to decipher the mechanism of the 5-minute delay on a 
systems level.

Is the 5-minute delay the same as the ADE effect?

An additional question is whether the 5-minute delay effect is actually a novel finding.  The alcohol 
deprivation effect (ADE) is a well-established model in the alcohol field and is thought to model 
relapse to drinking.  The cumulative response curves for the ADE in Heyser et al. (1997) show an 
increase in active lever pressing that is identical to that of the 5-minute delay so one can question if 
these are the same mechanism or whether there are two different underlying mechanisms that result 
in the same behavioural outcome.  In Paper I, we tested whether the 5-minute delay effect would be 
still present after a 10-day break in training which is the same as a 10-day deprivation period in 
Heyser et al. (1997).  After the 10-day deprivation, rats were divided into a ‘Control’ group (which 
is the ADE alone) and a Cue group (ADE + 5 minute delay).  Rats exposed to the 5-minute delay 
pressed the active lever significantly more than their pre-break Baseline (Paper I, Figure 5, F(1,65)
=31.53; p<0.0001) which indicates that the delay effect is persistent and long-lasting.  Additionally, 
the delay potentiated the ADE effect since the Cue group responded significantly more than the 
Control group which represented ADE alone (Paper I, Figure 5, F(1,65)=26.29; p<0.0001).  But this 
still did not answer whether these two models could be a result of different mechanisms.  In the 
preliminary experiment discussed above, the same rats were given a 10-day deprivation period upon 
stability after the 5-minute delay and saline injection tests (Figure 9A).  An ADE Ratio was 
calculated as the response on the day that training resumed divided by the pre-break Baseline.  
There was no correlation between the ADE Ratio and the Context Ratio (Figure 9B, r = -0.30, 
p=0.26) which indicated that individuals who responded highly to the 5-minute delay were not the 
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same individuals displaying a large ADE.  This preliminary evidence suggests a different 
mechanism for the 5-minute delay effect and the ADE even though the net result of increased 
alcohol self-administration is the same.  

Figure 9: A) Illustration of the Alcohol Deprivation Effect - a transient increase in active 
lever press response for alcohol.  B) No correlation was observed between individual 
ADE and 5-minute delay responses, suggesting that both involve different mechanisms.

However, the ADE observed in our animals was never as strong as those reported in the literature.  
The best ADE effects are seen after repeated deprivation (Spanagel and Hölter, 2000) and only 
when animals are trained for more than 1 month (Heyser et al., 1997).  Wistar rats and preferring P 
rats show robust ADE effects while there is no observation of the effect in alcohol-preferring AA 
animals (Vengeliene et al., 2003).  Many have suggested that the ADE is a model of relapse 
behaviour (Heyser et al., 1997) and craving (Spanagel and Hölter, 2000) and that the increase in 
response has something to do with alcohol-associated cues (Heyser et al., 1997) and therefore 
shares a lot in common with our report of the effect of delayed alcohol access.  In addition, the ADE 
is potentiated by stressors but this again depends on the rat strain and stressor type (Vengeliene et 
al., 2003).  This latter finding is interesting considering the fact that the 5-minute delay also 
potentiated the ADE and the 5-minute delay could also be considered a stressor.  However, testing 
of the delay in animals after more chronic self-administration would answer whether this is similar 
to the ADE and, in particular, if the 5-minute delay effect increases or strengthens with prolonged 
training.  

Clinical relevance of this model

The clinically used anti-craving drug naltrexone (Revia®) was able to block the effect of the 5-
minute delay.  Rats treated with all doses of naltrexone responded less for alcohol than rats injected 
with saline (Paper I, Figure 6, 0.03 mg/kg: 143% decrease, F(1,23)=28.52; p<0.0001, 0.1 mg/kg: 
270% decrease, F(1,23)=39.35; p<0.0001, 1 mg/kg: 717% decrease, F(1,23)=58.71; p<0.0001).  
The time factor was significant for rats given 0.03 mg/kg naltrexone (F(1,23)=3.23; p=0.003) but 
was not significant for rats treated with higher doses (0.1 mg/kg: F(1,23)=0.84; p=0.66, 1 mg/kg: F
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(1,23)=1.05; p=0.45). This is indicated by the straight lines of the cumulative response curves in 
Paper I Figure 6, which show that rats stopped lever pressing for alcohol during the last 15 minutes 
of the session.  As such, naltrexone blocked the increase in response but this may have not been 
specific to the actual mechanism of the 5-minute delay.  Naltrexone blocks motivation and 
reinforcement (Volpicelli et al, 1992; Herz, 1997) which is seen by the left shift in the time of 
response cessation with increasing doses.  However, the dose of 0.03 mg/kg blocked the increase 
without affecting the basal amount of alcohol consumed.  Naltrexone at a dose of 0.1 mg/kg and 
higher blocks basal ethanol self-administration (Hölter & Spanagel, 1999) although some studies 
require a dose of 3 mg/kg to decrease self-administration (Bienkowski et al., 1999).  Despite the 
need for a larger dose in other studies, our effect was recently replicated with similar results 
concerning the effect of naltrexone on alcohol self-administration (Kuzmin et al., 2006).  Overall, 
the effective dose of 0.03 mg/kg in Paper I may be sufficient to selectively block mechanisms that 
involve alcohol craving without altering basal self-administration. 

Additionally, results of this study support the cognitive-processing model of Tiffany (Tiffany & 
Conklin, 2000).  In a clinical study by MacKillop and Lisman (2005), heavy drinkers were exposed 
to cues associated with alcohol use and were told that they could not drink alcohol (i.e. an 
interruption in their normal routine).  At this moment, reports of alcohol craving increased 
significantly.  In analogy to this, one may assume that rats experiencing the 5-minute delay are 
craving for alcohol.  This craving manifested behaviourally as an increase in alcohol self-
administration.

Section conclusions

We have developed an animal model to test the effects of a delay in context associated with alcohol 
on subsequent alcohol self-administration.  We found an increase in consumption following a delay 
of 5 minutes but no change after 10 or 15-minute delay periods.  The effect was specific since 5 
minutes in a novel context decreased self-administration.  The effect was long-lasting and still 
present after a deprivation period and could be blocked by naltrexone.  Subsequent studies 
suggested that the 5-minute delay did not change motivation on a progressive ratio schedule but the 
left shift in time of response cessation indicated an accelerated rate of consumption.  Finally, 
individual response to the 5-minute delay correlated with response to stress but not the ADE, 
indicating a novel role for this model in alcohol research.  

Use of PCR to measure gene expression (Paper II, III and IV)

Advantages of the current method

There are many ways to study mRNA expression and each have their advantages and disadvantages.  
Other than using RT-PCR, RNA can be studied by Northern blot, RNase protection assay, in situ 
hybridization and microarray analysis.  Microarray analysis has become popular as an overall 
screen of gene expression.  On a chip, thousands of gene transcripts are attached to a solid surface 
and the fluorophore-labelled cDNA sample is applied to this surface and allowed to hybridize (De 
Risi, 2001; Karsten & Geschwind, 2002).  Fluorescence emitted depends on the amount of RNA 
present and this allows for quantification.  However, the sensitivity of this method is less than 
others and one often has to verify the hits using RT-PCR (e.g. Arlinde et al., 2004).  An additional 
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problem with the microarray technique is the need for large amounts of sample.  For smaller brain 
areas, like the nucleus accumbens (Arlinde et al. 2004), samples from several animals must be 
pooled together.  As such, this cannot be used to study gene expression on an individual level.  
However, the microarray approach is an ideal initial screen for those who do not wish to make a 
hypothesis first.  An alternative method is in situ hybridization which has the main advantage of 
providing information on the localization of the mRNA of interest within the brain.  This would be 
particularly useful in brain regions that are heterogeneous (e.g. hypothalamus) since changes may 
be isolated to a given nuclei.  However, this method is very time consuming, can be difficult to 
initially establish and is less sensitive with respect to quantification when compared to real-time RT-
PCR.

Real-time RT-PCR (more recently called qPCR for ‘quantitative’) is a very sensitive method and it 
is possible to run many samples at the same time under equal conditions.  The main difference 
between the LightCycler and iCycler systems is the number of samples one can run.  In the 
LightCycler, a run consists of 32 glass capillaries which corresponded to 16 samples run in 
duplicate.  In the iCycler, however, the system uses a 96-well plate so samples can be run in 
triplicate and several groups can be analyzed in a single run.  Software now exists for the 
LightCycler that analyzes a ‘control capillary’ in each run so it can be applied back to a single 
standard curve from a previous run, thereby increasing the number of samples that can be analyzed.  
However, at the time of Paper II, this software was unavailable.  To overcome this in Paper II, the 
same MS15 samples were simply repeated in both runs.

Quantification is another major issue in RT-PCR.  Relative quantification is used most frequently 
which creates a problem of interpreting the actual values received in the experiment.  A standard 
curve is serially diluted and expression level of each sample is calculated relative to the standard 
curve.  The choice of the standard curve can be quite arbitrary.  In Paper III and IV, 4 samples were 
randomly pooled together to give a 1:1 sample that was 4 times higher than the unknowns. This was 
to ensure that the unknowns fall within the standard curve.  For Paper II, a sample from the MS15 
group was serially diluted for the standard curve and all unknowns were diluted to 1:10 to fall 
within the curve.  As such, one can compare expression within the same run but comparing one run 
to another is not meaningful unless the same standard curve is run again (as in Paper II) and 
compared to the previous run to be sure that there were no inter-run differences.

The second quantification issue is the normalization of expression to a reference (housekeeping) 
gene.  Early in RT-PCR, it was considered adequate to just use β-actin since this has always been 
considered a housekeeping gene for other neurochemical methods (e.g. Western blot).  Our 
experience with β-actin has not been positive since there were often differences in expression of β-
actin between Alcohol and Control rats and this violates the assumption that the housekeeping gene 
is constantly expressed in all cells and is unaffected by treatment.  The commercially purchased 18S 
ribosomal gene, however, was less sensitive to treatment effects and could be used for Paper II.  
Since then, Vandesompele (2002) has developed the GeNorm method of normalization since it has 
been repeatedly shown that no single reference gene is equally expressed across all treatments.  By 
running seven reference genes, iterative methods are used to calculate which genes are most stable 
(least variable) across the set of unknowns.  GeNorm then calculates the change in variability 
(pairwise variation, V) by adding an additional reference gene.  If this variability decreases, it is 
more accurate to include both.  More are added until this variability is below a threshold (0.15) or 
until you have the lowest possible variability over the 7 reference genes.  This threshold value is 
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presented as a guide but the use of this depends on the data.  For example, pairwise variation values 
may be less than 0.15 starting from the second reference genes but the accuracy of the measurement 
could still be improved (variation reduced) by inclusion of more reference genes.  Therefore, each 
tissue may require different numbers of reference genes.  For example, the PFC needed 7 while the 
hippocampus only needed 4.  Therefore, the more the PCR technique advances, the more precise 
the normalization methods get.  

Pitfalls of only studying mRNA expression

If one wishes to study the effects of a treatment on the neurochemistry of a receptor, it is necessary 
to investigate changes in mRNA, protein and binding properties of the receptor.  If it is an ion 
channel, it may also be necessary to investigate changes in channel conductance.  All of these must 
be studied because an increase in mRNA does not always correspond to or result in an increase in 
protein levels.  Also, receptor proteins can be modified or inactivated by other messengers via 
processes independent of transcription (Nestler et al., 2001; Rang et al., 2001).  Finally, radioligand 
binding should also be studied since protein levels may remain constant but the number of 
functional binding sites may decrease.  

Section conclusions

Only mRNA was studied in this thesis and this was the most appropriate method to choose for our 
initial studies in Paper II, III and IV.  The problem with studying the receptor from all levels is that 
it often requires entirely separate types of tissue preparation.  While it is now possible to extract 
protein from the same sample used for RNA isolation using TriZol, this method was not available 
when Paper II was being performed.  Additionally, the proteins from the TriZol extraction are 
denatured which limits the analysis methods that can be used (i.e. Western Blot), so radioligand 
binding studies would require another group of animals.  As discussed above, mRNA measurement 
using RT-PCR is a quick and convenient method to study a hypothesis and provides a starting point 
to focus the use of more time-consuming methods.  But it is clear that both Paper II and Paper III 
could have been greatly enriched by provision of accompanying protein measurements.

Effects of early life experience on alcohol preference (Paper II)

The preliminary results obtained on factors affecting the individual response to the 5-minute delay 
encouraged us to look further into how stress affects alcohol self-administration.  Maternal 
separation (MS) in rats is a procedure thought to model the effects of early life stress.  The group of 
Dr. Ingrid Nylander found that male Wistar rats subjected to MS360 (separation for 360 minutes) 
consumed significantly more ethanol than MS15 or AFR rats (Ploj et al., 2003).  Originally, we 
planned to replicate these findings using the operant self-administration method and also determine 
whether there was a difference in the response to the 5-minute delay across the separation groups.  
However,  this was not possible due to the unfortunate timing of the ethical approval process with 
respect to availability of the MS animals.  Instead, we decided to investigate glutamate receptor 
expression in male MS360 Wistar rats which have increased alcohol preference since, as mentioned 
previously, glutamate is important in alcohol self-administration and alcohol itself has NMDA 
antagonist properties.  Additionally, stress induces glutamate release in the hippocampus (Gould et 
al., 2000; Lowy et al., 1993) and frontal cortex (Moghaddam, 1993).  Over pnd 7-14, which was 
covered by the MS period from pnd 1-21 used in this study, there is an overproduction of excitatory 
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amino acid neurons in the hippocampus and cortex (Benitez-Diaz et al., 2003) and this is a period of 
vulnerability for the glutamate system. since over-activation of glutamate receptors can put the 
neuron at risk for excitotoxicity (Sapolsky et al., 1991; Gould et al., 2000).  Therefore, the 
hypothesis of this experiment was that MS would change glutamate receptors in the hippocampus 
and prefrontal cortex and that these changes may account for the previously established differences 
in alcohol preference between separation groups.  It was also clear that MS should affect other 
neurotransmitter systems given the observed effects of MS on dopamine and the opiate system (Ploj 
et al., 2003).

Effects of maternal separation in the hippocampus

MS had substantial effects on hippocampal glutamate receptor expression in adult rats (Paper II, 
Figure 1).  For the NMDA subunits, there was no difference in NR1 expression (F2,57=1.77; p=0.20) 
or NR2A expression (Paper II, Figure 1A, F2,57=3.42; p=0.056) across the groups while the NR2B 
subunit was significantly decreased in the MS360 group relative to MS15 (Paper II, Figure 1B, 
F2,57=5.68; p=0.013: Dunnetts test, p < 0.05).  For the AMPA subunits, GluR1 expression was lower 
in MS360 compared to MS15 (Paper II, Figure 1C, F2,57=8.00; p=0.0036: Dunnetts test, p < 0.01) 
and this decrease was even more pronounced for GluR2 (Paper II, Figure 1D, F2,57=11.10; 
p=0.0008: Dunnetts test, p < 0.01).  Finally, expression of the glutamate transporter GLAST was 
significantly increased in MS360 rats compared to MS15 (Paper II, Figure 2, F2,57=9.49; p=0.0019: 
Dunnetts test, p < 0.01).  No differences between MS15 and AFR were observed for any of the 
transcripts tested (Dunnetts test, p > 0.05) and this indicated the specificity of the observed effect to 
the MS360 group and not some changes in maternal care.  

The profound effects of MS in the hippocampus confirmed our hypothesis that the stress of MS 
would affect normal development of the glutamate system.  There are at least two explanations for 
these findings, namely 1) that glutamate receptor expression levels changed to adapt to the presence 
of chronic stress or 2) that neurons died due to increased excitotoxicity caused by the simultaneous 
exposure to stress and glutamate.  The adaptation hypothesis could explain why a decrease in 
mRNA expression of NR2B and also an increase in GLAST expression was observed in MS360 rats 
relative to MS15 individuals.  However, there may have been a loss of hippocampal neurons since 
expression of both GluR1 and GluR2 in MS360 rats was decreased relative to MS15 while it could 
be expected that GluR2 levels would rise to decrease permeability of the channel (Verdoorn et al., 
1991).  GR receptors and AMPA GluR2/3 subunits are co-localized in 90% of mossy fibre cells in 
the rat hippocampus (Patel & Bulloch, 2003) and MS180 rats were found to have a lower mossy 
fibre density in the septal and midseptotemporal regions of the hippocampus compared to MS15 
rats (Huot et al., 2002).  Additionally, MS240 (from pnd 2 to 20) decreases synaptophysin 
immunoreactivity in the hippocampus, which is a sign of less synapses relative to AFR (Andersen 
& Teicher, 2004).  While it is difficult to differentiate which of these processes occurred, MS is 
known to affect the pattern of normal development.  Hippocampal development in control 
individuals is characterized by an overproduction of synapses until around pnd 60 and then a 
marked decrease.  Repeated MS240 up until pnd 20 blocks this overproduction and leads to an 
overall decrease in number of synapses in the adult brain as measured by synaptophysin (Andersen 
& Teicher, 2004).  Additionally, levels of the neurotrophic factor BDNF are decreased after a single 
24 hour MS period and this factor is known to play a modulatory role in synaptic plasticity and 
neuronal differentiation and survival (Roceri et al., 2002).
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It is clear that repeated stress affects the hippocampus and also that stress affects pyramidal neurons 
via glutamate and glucocorticoid actions (McEwen, 1998).  Chronic stress leads to a decrease in 
hippocampal volume and this is observed in patients with depression, PTSD and other stress 
disorders (McEwen, 1998).  Therefore, the effect of MS on the hippocampus is expected based on 
these previous studies.

With respect to our adaptation or toxicity hypothesis, Sapolsky (1990) has discussed the loss of 
hippocampal volume in depression in terms of neurotoxicity.  Despite the simplicity of the concept 
that increased glutamate causes excitotoxicity, neurons have many defense mechanisms to prevent 
this (Sapolsky, 1990) and one, the increase in glutamate uptake, was observed in Paper II (increased 
GLAST expression in MS360 rats).  Another protective mechanism is to shut off NMDA channels 
and this can occur via feedback from Ca2+ in the cytosol (Liebermann & Mody, 1994), inhibition of 
NMDA by protons (Traynelis & Cull-Candy, 1990) or modification by nitric oxide (Lipton et al., 
1993).  This indicates that NMDA channels may not account for initial cell death or adaptation 
since there are numerous mechanisms to inactivate this when a challenge occurs.  However, global 
ischemia decreases GluR2 expression in the hippocampus of rats (Pellegrini-Giampietro et al., 
1992) and even gerbils (Gorter et al., 1997).  This decrease in the GluR2 subunit increases Ca2+ 
permeability of the AMPA channels (Verdoorn et al., 1991), thus increasing the susceptibility of the 
neuron to Ca2+ influx and the resulting toxicity (Sapolsky, 2000).  However, less is known about the 
effects of stress on GluR2 levels and this would represent an ideal starting point in unravelling the 
mechanism of MS-induced changes.  An examination of GluR2 expression 1, 2, and 5 days after a 
single or repeated MS period would indicate if GluR2 changes occur first in the sequence of 
dramatic changes to the glutamatergic system. 

Additional studies have investigated the interaction of glucocorticoids and hippocampal neurons.  
Glucocorticoids inhibit 20-25% of all glucose uptake in the hippocampus, increase glutamate 
concentrations in the synapse and increase the level of Ca2+ in the cytosol, all of which may lead to 
apoptosis (Sapolsky, 2000).  The process of apoptosis is important in development but is very 
complex in terms of which factors induce this process (Meier et al., 2000; Yuan & Yankner, 2000).  
However, by measuring factors such as Bax, cytochrome c and caspase-3 at several time points 
following MS, one could determine whether MS induces apoptotic death of neurons in the 
hippocampus.  This experiment would also determine how long an MS period it would take to 
produce these changes (i.e. chronic or only a single MS period).

Effects of maternal separation in the prefrontal cortex 

MS had little effect on glutamate receptor expression in the prefrontal cortex (Paper II, Figure 3).  
For the NMDA subunits, there was no difference in expression of NR2A (Paper II, Figure 3A,  
F2,57=0.95; p=0.41) or NR2B subunits (Paper II, Figure 3B, F2,57=2.56; p=0.11) across the 3 groups.  
For the AMPA subunits, there was no difference in expression for either the GluR1 (Paper II, Figure 
3C, F2,57=0.42; p=0.67) or GluR2 (Paper II, Figure 3D, F2,57=1.25; p=0.31) subunits.  These results 
were surprising given that stress also releases glutamate in the prefrontal cortex (Moghaddam, 
1993).  Roceri et al. (2002) did not observe changes in NR2A or NR2B in the prefrontal cortex after 
a single, 24-hour period of maternal separation so this concurs with our results.  One possible 
explanation may be due to the heterogeneity of the PFC compared to the hippocampus (Paxinos & 
Watson, 1997).  Perhaps, the effects were diluted in this heterogeneity so a method such as in situ 
hybridization may have better identified regional changes.  The second possibility is that the 
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glutamate system was simply less relevant for changes in the PFC.  The results of Paper III suggest 
that changes in adrenergic receptors or subunits of the GABA channels may account for the 
behavioural differences in MS360 rats.  Therefore, additional studies of the expression of these is 
warranted.

Section conclusions

This study illustrated that early life experience in Wistar rats can shape the normal development of 
neurotransmitter systems like the glutamatergic system.  Since stress and glutamate often interact, a 
stressful period early in life can alter normal signals under development.  Therefore, the MS model 
can give a general impression of what neurotransmitter systems are affected by early life stress and 
in which brain areas.  By taking a broad approach and investigating many neurotransmitter systems 
simultaneously in the MS360 individuals with increased alcohol preference, it may be possible to 
observe what characterizes an individual with high preference for alcohol and if the genes differing 
between MS groups are the same as those identified in Paper III and IV.

The individual basis for alcohol consumption (Paper III)

Our findings of an individual component in the response to a 5-minute delay in alcohol access and 
studies of early life stress on alcohol consumption are two more novel ways of viewing the study of 
alcoholism, and suggest an important role for the individual-centred viewpoint.  The goal of Paper 
III was therefore to approach alcohol self-administration from the individual viewpoint.  A 
population of outbred rats often self-administer a wide range of alcohol in a given experiment.  
Additionally, each individual is very consistent in the amount of ethanol it consumes during each 
session.  This fact led us to wonder whether certain brain areas were responsible for this ‘stopping 
point’ and if the amount was due to some genetically-determined pattern.  Therefore, in Paper III we 
correlated gene expression of a wide range of neurotransmitters from the PFC, hippocampus and 
amygdala to the amount of alcohol consumed by the individual rat.  Information from these 
correlations could then be used as a basis for further research from the individual viewpoint and 
may lead to a general theory of individual vulnerability for developing alcoholism.

Trade-offs between saccharin and minimal gene expression

The most technically challenging part of this approach was the estimation of the amount of alcohol 
an individual typically consumes.  Rats do not initially consume pure ethanol (McGregor & Gallate, 
2004) so the taste must be concealed by a sweetener, like saccharin, or the animal will not consume 
it.  In order to fade saccharin out of the procedure altogether, training over a longer period is 
necessary.  However, alcohol exposure itself changes gene expression (for review Worst & Vrana, 
2005) so the longer the training, the more likely genes will be affected.  This is the complex issue 
when studying from the individual viewpoint.  We are asking the question of whether the pattern of 
gene expression of several receptors is responsible or correlated to the amount of alcohol an 
individual chooses to consume.  As such, if the drug affects gene expression on its own, one loses 
the information of the individual.  Therefore, the best compromise was to use a 9-day training 
protocol with only 3 days of alcohol exposure followed by 20 days of washout which would ideally 
return the gene expression levels back to those typical for that given individual if, in fact, any 
changes did occur.
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To verify this, Alcohol rats and Control rats (9 days in the operant environment but no fluid) were 
compared in Experiment 3 of Paper III.  No significant differences in mRNA expression were 
observed for any of the receptors tested.  Of particular interest here, there were no differences in 
learning-involved receptors (like NMDA NR2B p=0.39; nAChR α7 p=0.88; or adrenergic α2A 
p=0.48; all t-test) in the prefrontal cortex or hippocampus (NMDA NR2B p=0.83, t-test).  As an 
additional control to show that alcohol was not likely changing the gene expression on its own, 
analysis was performed for the 6 prefrontal cortex, 3 hippocampal and 2 amygdala genes identified 
as alcohol-specific correlations.  Comparison of expression between alcohol and non-alcohol 
groups revealed no significant difference in expression of PFC GABAA α5 (p=0.59), AMPA GluR1 
(p=0.70), 5-HT3A (p=0.92) or the α adrenoceptors (α1A p=0.57, α1B p=0.61, α2A p=0.23).  In the 
hippocampus, no significant differences were found for the adrenoceptor α1A (p=0.92), the 
glucocorticoid receptor GR (p=0.10) or the NMDA NR2A subunit (p=0.62).  Finally, for the 
amygdala, there was no difference in expression of 5-HT2C (p=0.44) or the NMDA subunit NR2A 
(p=0.47) between the alcohol and non-alcohol groups.  Overall, our results did not suggest any 
changes in gene expression over the 9-day training protocol and further evidence from the literature 
confirms this.   For example, mRNA expression of NMDA NR2B subunit increases after chronic 
treatment with 9-15 g/kg/day of ethanol intragastrically (Kalluri et al., 1998).  This dose is 10 times 
higher than anything an animal in this thesis would consume and intragastric infusion indicates that 
the animal has no control over ethanol exposure.  Self-administration of ethanol increases NR2B 
protein levels in the frontal cortex but this was only observed after 19 months of exposure 
(Henniger et al., 2003).  Finally, Topple et al. (1998) measure levels of the transcription factor c-fos 
following self-administration of ethanol.  No significant differences in c-fos were observed between 
Ethanol and Control groups in the prelimbic cortex (within the prefrontal cortex), the CA3 of the 
hippocampus or the central and basolateral nucleus of the amygdala (Topple et al., 1998) which 
indicates that these brain areas are not differentially activated by ethanol.  Again, these results 
indicate that changes in receptor mRNA expression after 9 training days with only 3 days of ethanol 
exposure is unlikely. 

Correlations in the PFC and specificity

Despite the difficulties discussed above, many correlations were found between gene expression 
levels and alcohol self-administration behaviour (Table 1).  There were 7 correlations in the 
prefrontal cortex, 3 in the hippocampus and 2 in the amygdala.  Looking first at the PFC, GABAA 
α5 was strongly correlated (r=0.96, p=0.0028) with alcohol consumption (Paper III, Figure 2) and 
the same was true for the G-protein coupled receptor GABAB1 (r=0.96, p=0.0028).  The 
glutamatergic system was differentially involved in alcohol consumption.  No correlation was 
observed for either the NMDA NR2A or NR2B subunit but AMPA GluR1 was correlated (r=0.93, 
p=0.0067).  For the serotonergic system (Paper III, Figure 2), only the ion channel 5-HT3A was 
correlated (r=0.93, p=0.0067).  All of the α adrenoceptors tested (α1A r=1.00, p=0.0004; α1B r=0.93, 
p=0.0067; α2A r=0.93, p=0.0067) were positively correlated to consumption (Paper III, Figure 3).  
To address whether saccharin may have confounded the above correlations, saccharin consumption 
from Day 5/6 was correlated to gene expression.  The behaviour measured on Day 5/6 was therefore 
independent of alcohol since it occurred before any ethanol exposure.  In the prefrontal cortex, 
GABAB1 was positively correlated (r=0.82, p=0.034) to saccharin consumption (Paper III, Figure 
2B).  Since this correlation was also observed for alcohol, it may not be ethanol-specific.  
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Correlations in the hippocampus and amygdala

In addition to the PFC, the hippocampus and amygdala were also involved in alcohol self-
administration (Table 1).  For the hippocampus, negative correlations to alcohol consumption were 
observed (Paper III, Figure 5A).  These included the α1A adrenoceptor (r=-0.89, p=0.012), the 
NMDA NR2A subunit (r=-0.86, p=0.024) and the glucocorticoid receptor (r=-0.86, p=0.024).  In 
the amygdala (Paper III, Figure 4), serotonin receptor 5-HT2C was positively correlated (r=0.79, 
p=0.048) and NMDA NR2A was negatively correlated (r=-0.79, p=0.048) to alcohol consumption.  
To verify the specificity of these results, saccharin was again correlated.  In the hippocampus, 3 
positive correlations to saccharin consumption were observed (Paper III, Figure 5B) in contrast to 
the negative correlations to alcohol.  These correlations included the GABAA α3 subunit (r=0.89, 
p=0.012), AMPA GluR1 (r=0.82, p=0.034) and mGlu1 (r=0.86, p=0.024) which were all different 
than those genes correlated to alcohol.  For the amygdala, no genes were correlated with saccharin 
consumption.

Table 1: Neurotransmitter receptors with alcohol-specific correlations to alcohol 
consumption by brain region.

Prefrontal cortex Hippocampus Amygdala

α1A

α1B

α2A

AMPA GluR1
5-HT3A

GABAA α5

α1A

NMDA NR2A
GR

NMDA NR2A
5-HT2C

Role of brain regions in alcohol self-administration

The large number of correlations in the PFC suggest an important role for this region in the decision 
to self-administer alcohol or in the amount to consume.  This is, to our knowledge, the first time 
that receptors of several different neurotransmitter systems in the PFC have all been identified as 
relevant to alcohol.  The receptors correlated to alcohol consumption in Paper III largely concur 
with pharmacological studies on alcohol self-administration.  A complete discussion of these 
previous studies is presented in Paper III (Discussion; starting from the 2nd paragraph).

Involvement of the hippocampus and amygdala in alcohol self-administration was less clear since 
fewer correlations were observed with this approach.  In the hippocampus in particular, there were 3 
negative correlations of gene expression with alcohol consumption and positive correlations of 3 
different genes with saccharin consumption.  This discrepancy could be due to the role of the 
hippocampus in spatial learning and memory processes (Kelley, 2004) and suggests that the 
hippocampus may be more important in the basal learning and acquisition process of the operant 
response.  Correlation of alcohol consumption with the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) can be 
expected from past research.   Adrenalectomy reduces ethanol consumption in rats (Fahlke and 
Eriksson, 2000) and rats treated with metyrapone, which inhibits the synthesis of corticosterone, 
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also consume less alcohol (Fahlke et al., 1994b).  Differences in the glucocorticoid system and 
response to stress in the individual have been observed to correlate with subsequent acquisition and 
maintenance of cocaine self-administration (Piazza and Le Moal, 1996) and Paper III suggests that 
perhaps the individual level of GR is important for ethanol self-administration.  The 
mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) and GR have opposing effects in the hippocampus since MR 
maintains excitability while GR suppresses it and terminates the stress response (de Kloet et al., 
1993).  The issue of excitability could be important given the role of glutamate in long-term 
potentiation and memory in the hippocampus (Bliss and Collingridge, 1993) and the correlation of 
hippocampal NMDA NR2A subunits with alcohol consumption in this study.  Induction of long-
term potentiation is mediated by NMDA receptors in the hippocampus that contain NR2A subunits 
(Liu et al., 2004).  But the negative correlation of both NR2A and GR is counterintuitive and will 
require further investigation.  The correlation of 5-HT2C expression in the amygdala is interesting 
with respect to anxiety.  The 5-HT2 agonist mCPP induces an increase in centre time in an open 
field (decreased anxiety) and this effect can be reversed by the 5-HT2C-selective compound 
SB242084 (Campbell & Merchant, 2003).  Therefore, an individual’s anxiety levels and ability to 
learn could also influence the amount of alcohol the individual self-administers.

Clinical relevance and the frontal lobe hypothesis

Our results may suggest that the balance or excitability of the prefrontal cortex is important in the 
determination of the amount of alcohol consumed by the individual.  The finding of six alcohol-
specific correlations in the prefrontal cortex also suggests that this structure may be more important 
in this factor than other brain regions.  This concurs with research on psychostimulants and Steketee 
(2003) presents a model of sensitization development in the prefrontal cortex that also integrates 
most of the neurotransmitter systems investigated in Paper III.  Chronic cocaine users have a 
decreased gray matter in the frontal cortex and observations of dopaminergic dysregulation also 
exist (Franklin et al., 2002).  Frontal cortex dysfunction has been identified as a factor involved in 
obsessive-compulsive disorder (van den Heuvel et al., 2005), schizophrenia (Lewis et al., 2005), 
ADHD (Sullivan & Brake, 2003) and depression (Diamond et al., 2004).  Given the similarity in 
symptoms/characteristics and the co-morbidity of these conditions and alcoholism, it is expected 
that individual differences in the prefrontal cortex could represent potential risk factors for 
development of alcoholism in an individual.

Clinical studies support the view of frontal cortical dysfunction in alcohol-dependent individuals.  
In 1985, Pishkin et al observed that alcoholics were impaired in several cognitive tasks.  Studies of 
brain volume illustrate a significant shrinkage in alcoholics which is reversed by cessation of 
alcohol consumption (Kril & Halliday, 1999).  In particular, there is a 20% decrease in white matter 
in individuals consuming more than 300 g ethanol per day and this decrease is largely in the 
prefrontal cortex (Kril et al., 1997).  Further investigations found 15-23% of the cortical neurons are 
absent in alcoholics and these consist almost entirely of pyramidal neurons (glutamatergic) rather 
than interneurons (Kril et al., 1997).  Neuroimaging studies using (PET) further support this 
evidence.  Dao-Castellana et al (1998) found differences in the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of 
alcoholics and this correlated to deficits in several executive function tests (e.g. verbal fluency).  
Additionally, glucose metabolism was significantly decreased in the medial PFC of alcoholics and 
this correlated with performance on the PFC-dependent Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Adams et al., 
1993).  Imaging studies of cue-induced craving for alcohol also implicate the prefrontal cortex.  The 
combination of alcohol cues and a sip of alcohol induced craving and activation of the prefrontal 
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cortex and anterior limbic areas, as measured by fMRI (Myrick et al., 2004).  Cue exposure 
followed by PET measurement revealed activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Olbrich et 
al., 2000) or the medial prefrontal cortex (Lingford-Hughes et al., 2006).  Additional measures of 
cognitive function that differ in alcoholics are discussed in Uekermann et al. (2003).  This evidence 
has been expanded further by large-scale microarray studies of genes (Mayfield et al., 2002) and 
proteins (Alexander-Kaufman et al., 2006) and these provide numerous additional examples of the 
differences in the prefrontal cortex of alcoholics compared to control individuals.  Overall, 
extensive evidence connects the PFC to alcoholism and this supports the findings of Paper III.
  
Section conclusions

Overall, the findings of Paper III suggest a clear role for the PFC in the amount of ethanol an 
individual will consume and clinical observations support an involvement of the PFC in alcoholism.  
The hippocampus and amygdala also appear to be involved in self-administration but perhaps at the 
level of basic learning processes (see Paper IV).  We hypothesize also that correlations would be 
observed in the mesolimbic dopaminergic pathway (VTA to NAc).  Due to the small size of the 
regions and the need to run 7 reference genes, a limited number of genes can be analyzed.  
Therefore, it was not practical to start with the VTA and NAc until a hypothesis could be formed 
from the PFC results.  Clearly, it is of interest to analyze receptors from the glutamate, GABA and 
dopamine systems in the VTA and PFC.

Genetic basis for initial learning of an operant response (Paper IV)

A curious part of self-administration studies is the fact that some individuals never learn the lever 
press response task even when very palatable rewards are given (e.g. food pellets).  Additionally, an 
individual may have a low lever press response for reward for several reasons; 1) It has not learned 
the task sufficiently or cannot learn it, 2) the procedure causes anxiety for the individual and this 
prevents or slows the learning process, or 3) the amount consumed is how much they want to 
consume based on reinforcement or enhanced sensitivity to the reward/drug effect.  Because of this 
confusion, Low Consumers are often excluded from pharmacology studies.  Even in Paper III, Low 
Consumers were excluded from the correlation analysis because their lever press behaviour did not 
vary which automatically produces a correlation of zero.  Therefore, we hypothesized that there was 
a difference in gene expression between High and Low Consumers and, thus, a genetic explanation 
for the difference in behaviour.  

Groups were divided based on their active lever pressing behaviour (Paper IV, Figure 1).  High 
Consumers averaged above 50 presses on all days and pressing decreased on Day 7 (p<0.01; 
Bonferroni post-hoc) upon introduction of 5% ethanol into the solution.  The pattern for Low 
Consumers was a bit different.  There was a significant difference (p<0.01; Bonferroni post-hoc) 
between active lever pressing on Day 2 and Day 4 (when animals were no longer deprived of 
water).  The large variation on Day 2 can be attributed to half of the animals that pressed the lever 
as much as a High Consumer and half which responded as observed on Day 4 (less than 5 presses).  
Therefore, the Low Consumers group could be subdivided to ‘Low Lever’ and ‘Low Non-Lever’ 
since ‘Lever’ individuals pressed the lever for saccharin when water deprived but not later in 
training and ‘Non-lever’ individuals had consistently low active lever response irrespective of day 
or water deprivation.
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Differences in gene expression between High and Low Consumers

To determine whether a given pattern of gene expression might explain the difference in behaviour 
between High and Low Consumers, several statistical analyses were required.  A 2-way ANOVA 
with factors ‘Gene’ and ‘Consumption’ was performed by pooling all data from the PFC and HC.  
Factor ‘Gene’(F(45,689)=7.91; p<0.0001) was significant as expected since the qPCR of each was 
performed independently.  Factor ‘Consumption’ was also significant (F(1,91)=3.91; p=0.048) 
which indicated an overall difference in gene expression between the High and Low Consumers.  
However, the Bonferroni post-hoc test did not reveal any single gene that was significantly 
different.  Since lever pressing is such a complex behaviour, it was not surprising that a single gene 
could not explain the difference.  Therefore, a principal component analysis was necessary between 
the High and Low Consumer groups to try and find a cluster of genes that constituted the difference 
in groups.  Analysis estimated the data set using two principal components with the first (eigenvalue 
= 2) containing 4 genes and the second containing the remaining 42.  The cluster of genes was as 
follows: positive direction HC-5-HT2A, HC-mGlu1, PFC-GluR1 and negative direction PFC-α2A 

(Table 2).  

The role of these receptors in learning and memory can be expected from past research and a review 
of this is presented in detail in Paper IV (Discussion, ‘Differences in gene expression’ section).  
What is very interesting is the fact that different genes were identified in Paper III and Paper IV 
even though self-administration is still the behaviour under investigation.  Paper IV suggests that 
the hippocampus is more important in the initial learning of the lever press response task while 
Paper III indicates the importance of the PFC in deciding how much alcohol to consume, once the 
task has been learned.  This dissociation is an interesting topic for future study, as discussed in the 
Theory section below. 

Additional differences among Low Consumers

Initial analysis revealed the presence of two subgroups within the Low Consumer group.  Half of 
the individuals had consistently low active lever response throughout the 9 days and these were 
called Low-Non-Lever since their behaviour did not suggest any connection between lever pressing 
and reward.  The other group, Low-Lever, responded highly on the active lever when deprived of 
water which indicated that they knew that the lever would lead to fluid delivery to satisfy their 
thirst.  However, response was continually low for the remainder of the training except for a trend 
to an increase after alcohol was introduced.  Therefore, the original analysis was expanded to 
include High vs Low-Lever vs Low-Non-Lever.  This 2-way ANOVA was also significant for both 
‘Gene’ (F(45,689)=4.91; p<0.0001) and ‘Consumption’ (F(2,137)=3.26; p=0.039) factors but there 
was no difference in any single gene (Bonferroni post-hoc).  Principal component analysis (Paper 
IV, Figure 4) estimated the data with 3 components.  The first component (eigenvalue = 2.277) 
represented 75.9% of the variance observed between the groups and contained 10 genes.  The 
cluster was: positive direction PFC-α2A, HC-α2B, PFC-NR2B and negative direction HC-GluR1, 
HC-GluR2, HC-GluR3, PFC-GABAA α3, HC-5-HT1B, HC-α2A, HC-GABAA α5.  The second 
component (eigenvalue = 0.723) represented 24.1% of the observed variance and contained 3 genes 
(positive direction: HC-5-HT2A, PFC-GluR1, HC-mGlu1).  The third principal component contained 
the remaining 33 genes.  Examination of Paper IV Figure 4 illustrates that the second component 
contains three of the four genes from the High vs Low Consumer PCA which therefore indicates 
that the first principal component is the cluster of genes accounting for the difference between Low-
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Lever and Low-Non-Lever individuals.  A discussion of the significance of specific receptors 
identified by the second PCA analysis are presented in detail in the discussion of Paper IV (section 
‘Additional differences among Low Consumers’).

Table 2: Summary of the genes differing between High vs Low Consumer groups and Low-
Lever vs Low-Non-Lever groups

High vs Low Low-Lever vs Low-Non-Lever

Prefrontal Cortex Hippocampus Prefrontal Cortex Hippocampus

α2A

AMPA GluR1
mGlu1

5-HT2A

NMDA NR2B
GABAA α3

α2B

α2A

AMPA GluR1
AMPA GluR2
AMPA GluR3

5-HT1B

GABAA α5

Differences in locomotor response to novelty

Given the difference in gene expression in the PFC and HC of High and Low Consumers, we 
hypothesized that this could result in a measurable change in another behaviour, namely the 
response to novelty in an open field.  We measured the locomotor response to novelty of each 
individual in an open field and these results are shown in Paper IV, Figure 2.  Low Consumers 
moved a significantly greater distance than High Consumers (Figure 10A) when exposed to a novel 
open field (F(1,11)=5.41; p=0.023) and this difference was observed primarily within the first 15 
minutes.  Vertical activity (Paper IV, Figure 2B) did not differ between High and Low Consumers 
(F(1,11)=0.30; p=0.58).  There was also no significant difference in Centre Time (Paper IV, Figure 
2C: F(1,11)=0.39; p=0.54) or Centre Distance (Paper IV, Figure 2D: F(1,11)=2.92; p=0.092).  
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Figure 10: A) Low Consumers had a significantly higher Total Distance compared to 
High Consumers.  B) No preference for the front vs rear of the chamber was observed 
for High Consumers (dark shading) or Low Consumers (light shading).  High 
Consumers spent more time moving on the right but were not likely to be searching for 
the lever (grey shading). (Reproduced with permission from Elsevier)

In summary, Low Consumers showed a higher response to novelty (as measured by increased Total 
Distance) than High Consumers.  There were, however, no significant differences in Vertical 
Activity, Centre Time or Centre Distance.  The increase in Total Distance is similar to studies in 
which HC lesions increase distance moved in an open field relative to sham operated controls 
(Broersen, 2000).  While there is no evidence to suggest a lack of HC function in Low Consumers, 
imbalance in the glutamatergic or serotonergic system as a result of mGlu1 and 5-HT2A differences 
could change neurotransmitter release and the interaction of the HC with the PFC and other 
important brain regions.  A trend to an increase in Centre Distance (Paper IV, Figure 2D) was 
observed and this is similar to the effects of PFC lesions (Broersen, 2000).  However, the anxiety-
related changes associated with increased centre time (Broersen, 2000) suggests that this could be a 
property of the Low Consumers group.  Evidence in the second PCA analysis also suggested a role 
for anxiety due to identification of the GABAA α3 subunit (Atack et al., 2005) when examining 
differences between Low-Lever and Low-Non-Lever groups.

The difference in response to novelty in an open field could also be a result of anticipation for 
reward in the High Consumer group which may lead to a side preference in the open field due to a 
‘search’ for the lever.  Moving time could be analyzed by quadrant within the open field to identify 
if there might be region preferences (Figure 10B).  High or Low Consumers did not differ in the 
time spent in the Front or Rear of the open field (Figure 10B: p=0.93 and p=0.81 respectively, t-
test).  However, High Consumers spent significantly more time moving on the Right compared to 
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Left Side of the field (p=0.0019) while there was no side preference in Low Consumers (p=0.27).  
To determine whether High Consumers may have been ‘searching’ for the lever in the open field, 
the Left vs Right times were re-calculated based on which side the lever would have been on for 
that individual in its operant box.  Taking into account this information, there was no difference in 
time spent moving on the Lever vs Other side for High Consumers (Figure 10B: p=0.82).

As mentioned with respect to Paper I, the routine of transport from the animal facilities to the 
operant chambers becomes associated with alcohol over repeated pairings.  Since both High and 
Low Consumers were treated identically over the 9-day period, the two groups differ in UCS paired 
with their routine.  For High Consumers, the training and operant environment is paired with the 
delivery of reward while in the Low Consumer group, there is no pairing of drug effects to the 
operant context.  Even though the locomotor activity measurements were not conducted in the same 
operant boxes, the test room for that procedure was next to the operant room so a sufficient number 
of cues in the ‘self-administration routine’ were present to remind High Consumers of the 
approaching alcohol.  However, analysis of preference for particular regions of the open field did 
not suggest any searching for the lever by High Consumer individuals (Figure 10B).  High 
Consumers did, however, spend more time moving on the right side compared to the left.  But 
registration of movement in the locomotor chamber includes all head or tail movements while Total 
Distance only measures when the animal walks.  As such, head movements related to anticipation 
(searching via senses) or even stereotypy may account for preferences of the Right side by High 
Consumers.  Given that both novelty (De Bruin et al, 2000; Feenstra, 2000) and anticipation of 
reward releases several neurotransmitters in the PFC (Bouret & Sara, 2004;  Inglis et al., 1994), the 
combination of these two may be responsible for differences in response to novelty in an open field.

Section conclusions

Paper IV confirms that differences in the initial learning of a lever press response task have a 
genetic component.  qPCR enabled us to identify 4 genes differentially expressed in High 
Consumers vs Low Consumers and further analysis of the Low Consumer group led to an 
expansion of this analysis to illustrate the important of the HC in the initial learning of this task.  
Finally, Low Consumers had a higher response to novelty than High Consumers, suggesting that 
other behavioural measures are affected by the genetic differences between the groups.  Overall, 
Paper IV indicates the importance of the hippocampus for initial learning of the lever press response 
task which is an interesting dissociation considering the findings of Paper III.

Theory of factors affecting alcohol self-administration

This thesis has described several different ways to alter a single behavioural variable; alcohol self-
administration.  While we are far from fully understanding how these factors occur, it is possible to 
speculate on these from a systems point of view.  Figure 11 presents a schematic network of the 
brain with regions of interest for this thesis.  Information on connectivity for this diagram was 
provided by two excellent reviews (Thierry et al., 2000; Kelley, 2004) but it is still greatly 
simplified, particularly with respect to the reciprocal connections with the PFC.  Additional 
information was obtained in Nestler et al (2001).
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Figure 11: Network diagram of the brain areas involved in alcohol self-administration.  
VTA-ventral tegmental area, VPl-Ventral pallidum lateral part, VPm-Ventral pallidum 
medial part, STN-Subthalamic nucleus, SNr-substantia nigra pars reticulata 

In the centre of the diagram, the familiar mesolimbic dopaminergic pathway and its VTA-NAc 
projection is shown.  The NAc core projects via the ‘direct’ or ‘indirect’ pathway via the substantia 
nigra pars reticulata which results in movement and/or motivated behaviour (Nestler et al, 2001).  
The NAc shell, on the other hand, is more associated to the amygdala.  Dopaminergic neurons 
project from the VTA to the NAc, amygdala, hippocampus and PFC.  The amygdala, which is 
activated by sensory information, projects to the VTA, hippocampus and PFC.  The hippocampus 
(the CA1 region) is also in a position to modulate activity in the network and projects to the NAc 
shell, amygdala and hippocampus.  Finally, the PFC has reciprocal connections with basically all 
areas.  Among those of relevance here are the projections to the VTA and the NAc core but there is 
little contact with the NAc shell (Thierry et al., 2000).

We can now go through how factors can influence activity in this network.  First, dopamine release 
in the NAc, the common denominator of all drugs of abuse, leads ultimately to less activation of 
GABAergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) which in turn releases less GABA 
in the thalamus, thus causing an increase in stimulation of cortical areas, such as the motor cortex, 
to produce motivated behaviour.  The mechanism by which alcohol releases dopamine is rather 
complex and not entirely clear.  Ethanol induces release of the opioid β-endorphin (Cowen & 
Lawrence, 1999) and this can act to inhibit GABAergic neurons projecting to the VTA which, in 
turn, stimulates dopaminergic neurons in the VTA to release dopamine in the NAc (Nestler et al. 
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2001).  Ethanol at low doses facilitates GABAA channels and is an NMDA channel antagonist at 
higher concentrations.  Hyperpolarization of a GABAergic neuron projecting to the VTA would 
decrease the inhibition and increase the firing rate of the VTA to induce dopamine release in the 
NAc, at least until ethanol doses were high enough to block the NMDA receptors in the VTA.  
Interestingly, this mechanism of dopamine release could also be centred on the PFC via GABAergic 
interneurons projecting to pyramidal neurons from other cortical layers.  Thus, loss of inhibition in 
the PFC could stimulate glutamate release in the VTA and produce dopamine release in the NAc, 
again until NMDA antagonism occurs.

Secondly, stress can lead to dopamine release in the NAc according to this network.  Stressors 
activate the locus ceruleus which releases noradrenaline in the PFC.  Noradrenaline is stimulatory 
(Nestler et al., 2001) and this facilitates firing of the neurons and therefore activates the VTA by 
glutamate release, again causing dopamine release.  So, stress of the 5-minute delay in Paper I can 
influence the motivational circuit and inactivation of the locus ceruleus (e.g. reversible lidocaine 
lesion) would support this hypothesis and confirm that the 5-minute delay induces stress.  

Thirdly, sensory information (environmental cues) passes through the amygdala, in addition to 
thalamic projections.  Projections from the amygdala to the hippocampus and cortex allow 
comparison of these cues with memory and emotional context stored from previous encounters with 
these stimuli.  Overall, this cue exposure can then activate the VTA via the glutamatergic projection 
and could explain dopamine release from reward anticipation.  With respect to the hippocampus, 
damage to this from early life stress (Paper II) or genetic deficiencies (Paper IV) would interrupt the 
circuit and this may affect the provision of spatial or novelty information to the amygdala or PFC.

Finally, how can the PFC co-ordinate motivated behaviour and, in this case, self-administration?  If 
the PFC controls the behaviour, there are probably start and stop signals (Fillmore, 2003).  The 
‘start signal’ is likely a result of dopamine release via sensory information and anticipation, which 
leads to motivated behaviour.  The ‘stop signal’ is more difficult to propose but we can assume that 
in order to stop motivated behaviour, stimulation of the NAc core or VTA must be reduced.  Both of 
these can be accomplished via inhibition of glutamatergic projections from the PFC.  Perhaps, this 
can occur directly when ethanol concentrations are high enough.  However, based on Paper III, α-
adrenoceptors, 5-HT3A and GABAA α5 subunits are correlated to the amount of ethanol consumed.  
It has been shown that α adrenoceptors increase excitability of PFC neurons (Arnsten et al., 1999; 
Birnbaum et al., 1999) so this excitation ability could be proportional to the expression of the α 
adrenoceptors.  5-HT3, an excitatory channel, could potentiate the GABAergic interneurons and 
thus decrease the excitability of the PFC.  GABAA α5 on pyramidal neurons could correlate to 
inhibitory efficacy of the pyramidal neurons due to GABA release from the 5-HT3.  Therefore, the 
role of each correlated receptor in Paper III is plausible with respect to controlling the amount of 
ethanol consumed.  A rather controversial explanation could also be that the animal is drinking 
simply to counteract the stress of being handled and placed in the operant box and this could 
explain why adrenoceptors correlated so strongly with alcohol consumption.  

Overall, this schematic and explanation is highly speculative but it provides a more broad and 
integrative view of this complex behaviour compared to approaches that only investigate a single 
brain area.  In addition, it suggests numerous additional experiments to support or refute this 
hypothesis.  But, most importantly, it relates addiction to the whole field of neuroscience where 
many of these studies have already been performed.
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General Conclusions
 
Ethanol self-administration is a complicated process and this thesis has examined several factors 
that affect this behaviour.  With respect to the aims of this thesis, the following general conclusions 
can be made:

Operant self-administration of ethanol was achieved in Wistar rats.  This method resulted in a 
stable behaviour across training and a clear preference for ethanol.  Long-term consumption 
could even be estimated after a brief 3-day exposure to ethanol.
A 5- but not 10- or 15-minute delay in alcohol-associated context increased subsequent 
alcohol consumption.  This effect was specific to alcohol-associated context, was persistent 
even after a break in training and could be blocked by the anti-craving compound naltrexone.  
The 5-minute delay also increased rate of alcohol consumption on a progressive ratio 
schedule.  The individual response to the delay was correlated with response to stress but not 
alcohol deprivation effect.  Overall, this represents an animal model of the cognitive-
processing model.  
Early life stress from Maternal Separation, which is known to alter alcohol self-
administration, changed glutamate receptor expression in the hippocampus but not the 
prefrontal cortex.  mRNA expression in MS360 rats relative to MS15 was decreased for 
NMDA NR2B, AMPA GluR1 and GluR2 and increased for the glutamate transporter GLAST.
The alcohol consumption amount of an individual animal could be correlated with the 
expression of several neurotransmitter receptors.  Significant correlations were observed 
primarily in the prefrontal cortex and include GABAA α5, AMPA GluR1, 5-HT3A, α1A, α1B 
and α2A.
With respect to initial learning of the lever press response task, a genetic explanation could be 
found for the discrepancy between High and Low Consumer groups.  These genes included 
hippocampal 5-HT2A and mGlu1 and prefrontal cortical AMPA GluR1 and α2A.  This 
difference altered other behavioural measures since the response to novelty of Low 
Consumers was increased relative to High Consumers.  Finally, Low Consumers could be 
subdivided based on behaviour and this was accounted for by numerous differences in 
hippocampal gene expression.
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